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Abstract
In recent years, high-performance computing research became essential in
pushing the boundaries of what men can know, predict, achieve, and under-
stand in the experimented reality. HPCWorkloads grow in size and complex-
ity hand to hand with the machines that support them, accommodating big
data, data analytic, and machine learning applications at the side of classical
compute-intensive workloads. Simultaneously, power demand is hugely in-
creasing, becoming a constraint in the design of these machines.
The increasing diversification of processors and accelerators, new special-
purpose devices, and new memory layers allow better management of these
workloads. At the same time, libraries and tools are being developed to sup-
port and to make the most out of the hardware while offering standardized
and straightforward interfaces to users and developers. Different scheduling
and resourcemanagement layers are fundamental in organizing the work and
the access to resources.
This thesis focuses on the job scheduling and resource management layer.
Weclaim that this layerneeds research in the following threedirections: aware-
ness, dynamicity, and automatization. First, awareness of the hardware and
applications characteristicswould improve the configuration, scheduling, and
placement of tasks. As a second point, dynamic systems are more responsive.
They react fast to changes in the hardware, e.g.,in failure cases, and they adapt
to application’s requirements changes. Finally, automatization is the last di-
rection. In our opinion future systems need to act autonomously. A system
that keeps relying onuser guidance is prone to errors and requires unnecessary
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user expertise.
This thesis presents three main contributions to fill those gaps. First, we
developed DROM, a transparent library that allows parallel applications to
shrink and expand dynamically in the computing nodes. DROMenables effi-
ciently utilization of the available resources, with no effort for developers and
users. We enabled vertical malleability, i.e., internal malleability in comput-
ing nodes. DROM enables mixing workflow stages to get on-line data while
the workflow is running, and it allows to run urgent jobs without stopping
others.We measured a negligible overhead and we integrating DROM with
OpenMPI, OmpSs, andMPI.
As a second contribution, we developed a system-wide malleable schedul-
ing and resource management policy that uses slowdown predictions to opti-
mize the scheduling ofmalleable jobs. We called this policy Slowdown-Driven
policy (SD-policy). SD-policy uses malleability and node sharing to run new
jobs by shrinking running jobswith a lower slowdown, only if the new job has
reduced predicted end time compared to the static scheduling. We obtained a
very promising reduction in the slowdown, makespan, and consumed energy
with workloads combining compute-bounded and memory-bounded jobs.
Ultimately, we used and extended an energy and runtime model to pre-
dict the job’s runtime and dissipated energy for multiple hardware architec-
tures. We implemented an energy-aware multi-cluster policy, EAMC-policy,
that uses predictions to select optimal core frequencies and to filter and prior-
itize job submissions into the most efficient hardware in case of heterogene-
ity. This is done automatically, reducing user’s intervention and necessary
knowledge. Simulations based on real-world hardware and workloads show
high energy savings and reduced response time are achieved compared to non-
energy-aware and non-heterogeneous aware scheduling.
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Dedicated to the finding of the self fading into the infinite
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Scheduling, in its broader meaning, consists of distributing a set of tasks in
a euclidean space. While linked to the inherited uncertainty of the observed
world and human beings’ capacity to make decisions and planning, schedul-
ing started to be largely studied with machines creation.
First, machines were designed to solve a unique scope, e.g., sewing a dress.
The scheduling process was limited to establishing the necessary components
and their order in a pipeline.
The scheduling concept evolved togetherwithmachines, and today it plays
a vital role in performing tasks, such as the simulation of entire human brain
areas, objective of the European Human Brain Project [51]. At a high level
of abstraction, we used the following classification to describe the modern
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Figure 1.1: Scheduling layers classifica on.
machines scheduling layers, as shown in Figure 1.1: scheduling close to the
hardware, scheduling of singlemachine’s resources, scheduling of parallelma-
chines. Each of these layers’ objective is to maintain managed entities’ coher-
ence and optimize their flow to maximize their throughput.
The first layer includes hardware and software schedulers to optimize the
flowof instructions in computing andmemory devices. The hardware sched-
uler implements scheduling logic in the hardware. Some examples are the re-
ordering of instructions for out-of-order processors such as the reorder buffer
or the main memory scheduler, grouping reads and writes together to hide
memory latencies. Software schedulers, included in the compiler, reorder the
flow of instructions to maximize pipelines throughput without breaking the
code logic. In this layer, the scheduled entity is called instruction, and we call
the scheduler instruction scheduler.
The second layer is in charge of organizing one or multiple codes running
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on one or multiple computing resources within a single system, e.g., a mobile
phone, a laptop, or a parallel machine’s computing node, managed by a sin-
gle piece of software, the Operating System (OS). The scheduler is a runtime
component, implementing low complexity policies that run at a fine granu-
larity. The smallest entity to the scheduler is a thread (or task), and multi-
ple tasks can be part of the same process, where they share the address space.
The task scheduler guarantees access to hardware resources in an exclusiveway
by usually implementing circular time-partitioning policies based on fairness
among tasks, which grants the concurrent execution of multiple tasks using
context-switching techniques.
Besides, in the case ofmulti-core resources ormultiple computing devices,
the OS includes API to pin tasks to specific resources. This API can be used
to provide tools for users and upper scheduling layers. Users can manage the
pinning of their ownprocesses to available resources. Higher-level schedulers,
including programming models or third layer scheduling components, can
use the same API to manage and reserve resources for users and processes.
Finally, in the third layer, we have the scheduling of clusters of computing
nodes. Thesemachines result fromputting in communicationmultiple com-
puting nodes, i.e., hardware running the above two scheduling layers. Each of
the computing nodes comprises some hardware and runs their independent
OS,making necessary a further layer of scheduling and resourcemanagement
for the overall system resulting from their interconnection. This layer uses a
higher granularity unit of computation, called job, and the scheduler is called
job scheduler. Jobs are macro units of work that can request few computing
cores to thousands ofnodes and last up toweeks of computing time. They can
be a single application as a collection of processes running on one or multiple
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computing nodes, multiple applications working together, or a series of ap-
plications with dependencies, called workflow. A series of job descriptions,
with information such as their arrival time, requested resources, requested
runtime, assigned resources, runtime, is called workload.
This thesis focuses on High-Performance Computing (HPC) machines,
nowadays implemented as massive parallel machines. In these machines, the
large number of available resources motivates the introduction of a resource
manager,withmanagement andmonitoring capabilities, usually coupledwith
their job scheduler in a unique piece of software, called distributed resource
management system (DRMS) or distributed resource manager (DRM).
This software allows higher-level management of machine resources. It
gives an interface to users to be able to reserve a specific number of resources,
their characteristics, the requested time, and the jobs or workflowdescription
that need to run. Job requests are usually organized in queues with priorities,
and when the resources requested by the user are available, the job will be
launched. Given the high cost of maintaining andmanagingHPCmachines,
the job scheduler’s main tasks are: reduce the wait time for users, avoid star-
vation of jobs, and increase the load maximizing the number of allocated re-
sources.
Job schedulers also give systemadministrators tools to control user requests,
permissions, accounting, organizing users’ requests, and used resources in
groups, entities, and projects to achieve high-level HPC machines’ manage-
ment.
The job scheduler will be the focus of this thesis. The need for research on
this topic is motivated by the growing complexity of HPC machines, in size
and distribution in space, their power supply, the variety of hardware archi-
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tectures, and workloads running on them.
Today’s needs in the scientific research community shape the future of
HPC. To the best of our knowledge, we resume them in the following three
points:
Increasingdatastoragedemandleadingtoincreasingresearchinnewmem-
ory solutions and technologies
Since the introduction of big data workloads in HPC, memory became the
main bottleneck, known as the memory wall. Researchers have been trying
to break this wall by introducing newmemory technologies and coordinating
them in layers, to achieve both speed and vast storage capacity.
New trends include developing high bandwidth data transfer interfaces
like High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) and High Bandwidth Cache (HBC),
and non-volatile memory
(eNVM) as an intermediate level for applicationsmanipulating big chunks of
data, i.e., a secondary DRAM.
Another trend is thedevelopmentof fast network-attached storage (NAS),
acting as network storage or cache for exchanging data between attached com-
puting nodes.
Finally, New memory-centric chip technologies are emerging to solve the
bandwidthproblems. Near-memory computing combines logic andmemory
in the same integrated circuit, while in-data computing brings computation
directly inside the memory.
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Increasing computation power demand leads to research in high parallel
computing units and energy saving
Hardware miniaturization plays an important role in increasing computing
power and reducing power consumption for processing units. Today it ar-
rived at a scale that is close to the physical limit, so new alternatives to silicon
have been studying.
At the same time, classical CPUs are now coupled with parallel processing
units, e.g., GPUs and many-core processors. These units can achieve higher
parallelism and better efficiency compared to multi-core CPUs. Moreover,
vector extension for CPUs allows applications to benefit Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) architectures.
In the future, a crucial limit for the scalability of HPC machines is their
power consumption. InHPCmachines’ design, the amountof availablepower
is limited, so researchers are trying to reduce their energy and power con-
sumption by using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) tuning,
power-capping techniques, and thermal control.
Heterogeneous workloads with different characteristics lead to
workload-specific and highly heterogeneous hardware
The previously described trends cannot satisfy the increasing size and com-
plexity of HPC workloads.
Special-purpose architectures are increasing to solve specificworkloads like
machine learning, deep learning, computer vision, high-performance data an-
alytics (HPDA).
Simultaneously, exascale competition andopenhardware initiatives started
a race in which private and public sectors develop their hardware. EPI [37]
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initiative in Europe is trying to design its chips and accelerators. In the same
way, the USA, China, and Japan are working on in-house hardware architec-
tures.
Computing nodes can mix those different hardware technologies leading
to highly heterogeneous clusters. Multiple clusters are starting to be cou-
pled under the same system, generating what we call multi-cluster environ-
ments. An example is the prototype machine developed in DEEP-EST Eu-
ropean project [34], proposing several heterogeneous clusters collaborating
under the same machine and managed by a unique resource manager. Each
cluster has general-purpose CPUs and accelerators, presenting different per-
formances and energy behaviors.
From a broader perspective, with the advance of memories and intercon-
nections, multiple machines will likely be connected and exchanging work-
loads, resulting in machines with huge potential but high hardware diversity
and very complex management of resources.
Regarding job scheduling and resource management, we identified three
main gaps in the research for the job scheduling and resource management
layer inHPC. Those three gaps are connected to each other in a pyramid, like
Figure 1.2 shows.
1. Awareness. ThedescribedHPClayers are implemented as semi-independent
layers, with each layer having little to null awareness of the others. In-
struction schedulers give no feedback to the task scheduler, and task
schedulers give no information to the job scheduler. We claim that the
more each component is aware of the other components, the better they
can integrate each other towork in themost optimizedway. At the same
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time, the schedulers are not aware of the characteristics of the running
workloads, e.g., their performance and energy profiles, and which hard-
ware components (CPU, memory, network) stress more. Being aware
of the workload’s characteristics can lead to better decisions of the job
scheduler in the process of allocating resources that maximize the job’s
and system’s efficiency.
2. Dynamicity. In contrast to the static, an evolving system can faster and
better adapt to changes in the hardware and the workload. Dynamic-
ity needs awareness, such as information related to hardware and soft-
ware collected at runtime, during job execution. While this information
is typically stored and analyzed offline, we claim that future schedulers
mustmakemeaning of them at runtime and react fast to optimizework-
load configurations and placement. In a dynamic system, the resource
manager can detect the resources’ underutilization and reassign these re-
sources to the jobs that can better exploit them. Additionally, the jobs
can be dynamic themselves and require more or fewer resources during
the runtime, depending on the characteristics of the job phase.
3. Automatization. Current job scheduling frameworks are rather user-
guided than
system-guided. In future machines, users and developers should not
have an in-depth knowledge of optimal architectures and optimal pa-
rameters to run their jobs. However, they should instead be concen-
trated on their jobs’ functional parts, letting the system find the opti-
mal configuration. Nowadays, automatization can be guided by data.
Data, typically used only for offline analysis, is now unlocking increased
23
Figure 1.2: The pyramid of the gaps in the research.
awareness and dynamicity. Heterogeneous hardware increases the need
for automatization to ease the user’s effort to run workloads in increas-
ingly complex systems.
More in the specific, we identified the following scenarios based on the
identified scientific community needs and gaps in the research that we will
address in this thesis:
1. Hybridworkloads: memory-boundandcompute-boundworkloadsmixes
make it difficult to make the most out of available hardware architec-
tures. In both cases, some resources, either memory bandwidth or com-
putingpower,will bepoorlyutilized. Besides, emergingworkloads,made
up of simulations and data analytics, are optimized by starting the data
analysis with in-between results: this can reduce computing time and
wait time. It also serves as an early validation. For example, if early data
does not pass the early validation, the simulation can be canceled, sav-
ing computing power and time. Finally, real-timeworkloads, differently
from long batch jobs, need to run as soon as possible, even giving up
some of the computing requirements.
2. Job scheduler complexity for hybrid workloads: the classical schedul-
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ing approachespoorlyperformandunderutilize resources. For instance,
static scheduling approaches do not mix hybrid jobs efficiently, as over-
subscription often performs poorly. Also, static approaches have limits
in the case of hardware failure and dealing with real-time workloads.
3. Hardware complexity and energy concerns: systems are growing in size
and becoming more heterogeneous to accommodate the needs of hy-
brid workloads. New system architectures are emerging, like modular
systems made up of multiple heterogeneous clusters that need specifi-
cally designed scheduling policies. Energy consumption became a con-
cern, so new job schedulers need to tackle this issue by controlling and
optimizing the system’s amount of consumed energy.
For the above-mentioned scenarios, we propose three research questions:
1. Can we address new job needs by enabling malleable workloads with
negligible overhead?
2. Can we use malleability at job scheduling level to efficiently accommo-
date and reduce the average system response time for new workloads
mixes?
3. Can workload and hardware aware scheduling contribute to automati-
zation and reduction of energy and response time in the growing het-
erogeneous systems?
This thesis answers by brings threemain contributions, with the overall objec-
tive of improving the job scheduling efficiency, hardware efficiency, system
utilization, and energy savings. Our work was integrated with well-known
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software and libraries used in production systems with a little additional ef-
fort needed. In particular we integrated our contributions with standard pro-
gramming models like OpenMP[84], MPI[76], and research programming
models likeOmpSs[35]. Wealso implemented job schedulingpolicies in Slurm[9]
workload manager, vastly used in HPC systems. To summarize, we present
the main contributions, followed by an in-depth discussion.
• ImplementationofDynamicResourceOwnershipManagement (DROM)
library fordynamic resourcemanagementofnode’s computing resources,
allowing the job scheduler to dynamically change allocated resources at
the job’s runtime.
• Implementation of a malleable job scheduling Slowdown-Driven pol-
icy (SD-policy), automatically and dynamically redistributing allocated
resources based co-scheduling and awareness of the job’s slowdown.
• Implementation of a job scheduler energy-aware and workload-aware
policy EAMC-policy, able to automatically adjust job’s energy settings,
and prioritize the most efficient hardware resources for jobs.
We first applied the concept of dynamicity to workloads. Jobs able to adapt
to changes in resources dynamically are known as malleable. Malleability is
proven to bring significant advantages to the system in terms of efficiency
and response time [52]. However, it is challenging to implement due to a
lack of awareness between HPC layers, standard malleable libraries for appli-
cations, andmalleable job scheduling policies. We implemented theDynamic
Resource Ownership Management (DROM) library, enabling threads mal-
leability and interaction with the job scheduler, making the job scheduler
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malleability-aware. While most solutions implement malleability between
computing nodes, implying the movement of a high amount of data, we pro-
pose a library that implements fast malleability inside nodes by dynamically
binding tasks to resources. The library is entirely transparent and integrated
with modern programming models, making its use effortless for program-
mers. We analyzed the performance impact of using DROM with synthetic
applications and applications from the neuroscience field. We observed a neg-
ligible overhead when changing the number of resources for the application
at a reasonable frequency. We further evaluated different use cases of appli-
cations sharing nodes using DROM to partition available resources among
processes and threads, and we observed lower completion time and better re-
source utilization compared to oversubscription.
Once we have malleable applications, we need a malleable-aware policy
that takes advantage of this feature. This is our second contribution. First, we
integrated the DROM library in the resource manager to take into account
allocated resources dynamically. Then we design a Slowdown-Driven policy,
SD-policy, that appliesmalleability automatically by shrinking jobswith a low
slowdown tomake room for new jobs, only if they will improve the predicted
system slowdown. The policy shrinks jobs and uses a combination of node
sharing and malleability to run new jobs.
We generated workloads that imitate modern users’ behavior and jobs,
mixing memory-bounded and CPU-bounded jobs. The policy works par-
ticularly well with those workloads since it allows better use of some poorly
used computing resources assigned to memory-bounded jobs to run CPU-
bounded jobs. In these scenarios, we observed a reduction in makespan, re-
sponse time, and energy consumption compared to static scheduling.
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Figure 1.3: DROM plus Slowdown-Driven malleable scheduling policy so ware stack.
Figure 1.3 represents the first two contributions.
Finally, we tackle the lack of automatization in heterogeneous environ-
ments in hardware selection and configuration by developing an Energy and
WorkloadAware JobSchedulingPolicy forMulti-ClusterEnvironments, EAMC-
policy. This policy can automatically select the best frequency per job based
on the previous job’s energy and performance data and prioritize best per-
forming hardware at scheduling time.
We integrated and extended different layers of the software stack to gen-
erate a holistic solution, as shown in Figure 1.4. We used energy collection
libraries integrated with an application database, plus an interface for the job
scheduler to gather predictions using different energy models. We extended
the used energy models to produce precise predictions about the job’s run-
time, power, and energy consumption for different hardware. The solution is
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Figure 1.4: Energy Aware Mul -Cluster scheduling policy so ware stack.
transparent for the user, as we avoid requesting any hardware or application-
specific information. We used the prediction to select the best frequencies
and prioritize the more efficient hardware for each job.
Running EAMC-policy in a simulated heterogeneous environment with
job data coming from real hardware produces a significant reduction of en-
ergy consumption and response time.
This thesiswas evaluatedusingdifferentmethodologies, fromapplication’s
analysis to analysis of workloads at the cluster level. Regarding application
analysis, we used real-world applications coming from the physics and neuro-
science fields.
For the evaluation of job scheduling policies, we used Slurm and Slurm
Simulator. We created an environment to run Slurm as a job, without affect-
ing system scheduler’s configuration and need for administration privileges.
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Slurm Simulator is a tool developed and previously used by the Slurm
community. We put our effort on significant improvement of the precision
and performance of this simulator. We also validated it and evaluated its pre-
cision. Besides, we also developed different testing environments and bench-
mark, scripts for the generation of synthetic and real workloads, and their
analysis.
All this effort was published in articles and the tools are openly available,
representing an important contribution for the research community, and even
if not directly relatedwith the specific contributions of this thesis, they are the
base of all the work.
1.1 Thesis organization
Chapter 2 presents the background and related work. Chapter 3 presents
our methodology for evaluating the proposed solutions, introducing novel
methodologies and contributions on the available community tools. Chap-
ter 4 and 5 are dedicated to the topic ofmalleability. In the former, we present
DROM, a library that enables malleability for applications, while in the lat-
ter, we describe the Slowdown-Driven malleable policy. Chapter 6 presents
our contribution to the energy and workload aware job scheduling, EAMC-
policy. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with insights on future work. Chap-
ter A is an appendix containing information on how to download the code
and reproduce this work partially or entirely. The authors wish you a good
read.
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“Each problem that I solved became a rule, which served




We will start introducing the state of the art of job scheduling, the main job
scheduling algorithms and the main research job schedulers. Then we intro-
duce the concept of malleability, at applications and job scheduling level. Fi-
nally, we will introduce the hardware heterogeneity and the energy-aware job
scheduling.
2.1 General Job scheduling
The job scheduling problem has been studied for half a century. Finding an
optimal schedule is an optimization problem, withNP-complete complexity.
The first book on the topic dates back to 1967[28], exploring mathematical
models on the job shop scheduling problem (JSSP). Job shop scheduling is
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the class of optimization problems that minimize makespan for n jobs run-
ning on n nodes. In this class of problems, each job runs on a single node for
a specific time. JSSP is different from the generic job scheduling problem be-
cause, in parallel machines, each job can request a variable number of nodes.
This makes our problem a two-dimensional scheduling problem, scheduling
in both time and space.
An important classification of job scheduling problems is: online and of-
fline scheduling. In the offline scheduling problems, all the jobs and their
characteristics are known in advance. In the online problem, jobs arrive over
time, and the scheduler needs to iterate to find a new schedule when new jobs
arrive. In this thesis, we study online scheduling problems since users’ jobs
can arrive at any time and are not known in advance. Some of the online algo-
rithms are inspired by the offline job scheduling problems, and some others
are specific to this kindof problem. Next, wepresent themainonline schedul-
ing algorithms.
Online job scheduling can be approached in multiple ways, using time-
slicing (or time-sharing) approaches, space-sharing (or space-slicing approaches),
or a combination of both.
Time-sharing
In the time-sharing or time-slicing approach, jobs are scheduled to run by us-
ing resources in specified time slots. If the time slot is not long enough to
allow the job to finish, it is necessary to do a context switching and move the
job’s data in/out of the assigned processing unit to free it for another job.
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Space-sharing
In the space-sharing or space-slicing approach, different processing units can
be assigned to different jobs simultaneously, so resources are not assigned only
to a single job.
Gang scheduling
In theGang-scheduling approach, a group of tasks coming from the same job
is scheduled simultaneously. This technique allows minimizing latencies of
communications between tasks, thus reducing the response time of jobs and
their makespan. If this technique is combined with a time-sharing approach,
it will need coordinated context switching for the whole gang.
2.1.1 Job scheduling policies
Job scheduling policies can combine the described time and space approaches
to solve the job scheduling problem efficiently.
Online job scheduling problems manage jobs in a simple or sorted queue
and tries to schedule the jobs one by one. The main approaches used in the
state of the art for these problems are:
• Longest Jobs First (LJF): it favors large jobs by dividing the arrived jobs
into two categories and favoring the ones classified as large jobs.
• Shortest Jobs First (SJF): it is the same as LJF, but in this case, the small
jobs are favored.
• First-In-First-Out (FIFO): it accumulates jobs in a queue in the arrival
order, and the scheduler will try to schedule jobs in the same order.
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• Priority Queues: It is the generalized case of FIFO, where a different
priority is calculated for each job based not only on the arrival time but,
e.g., on the requested time, number of nodes, or type of resources.
• Backfill: it tries to schedule jobs in an out-of-order fashion to achieve ad-
ditional efficiency. This is the primary approach used nowadays inHPC
machines. Backfill was firstly proposed by D. Lifka[63]. After the first
proposal, different optimizations of the problemwere researched, mak-
ing backfill a family of policies. The basic idea of backfill is to increase
the utilization of resources by starting jobs in an out-of-order fashion
only if they do not delay jobs with higher priority in the job queue.
Online scheduling problems can be further divided into the following cat-
egories: preemptive job scheduling andmalleable job scheduling. Preemptive
job scheduling allows stopping and resuming jobs. This is particularly useful
when implementingQuality of Service (QoS), e.g., prioritizing jobs that need
low latency.
Malleable job scheduling is the scheduling problem in which jobs are not
statically allocated, i.e., resources assigned to the job can dynamically change
at runtime. This class of problems has recently become popular for the dy-
namicity property and its high potential in solving some of the HPC ma-
chines’ issues.
2.2 Malleable job scheduling
Malleability has been studied since many years ago in the context of schedul-
ing,with thedefinition and studyofMalleableParallelTaskScheduling (MPTS)
problem. The theoretical research shows its potential benefits [67] [101] [78].
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These works mainly pick the number of resources that best improves the per-
formance of the parallel task based on a model of its performance given at
schedule time. Once this number is set, the MPTS problem can be solved
with a non malleable approximation algorithm. However, it oversimplifies
the MPTS problem as the number of allocated resources do not change at
runtime, since it is set only once by the performance model.
More recently, online scheduling approaches executed in simulated envi-
ronments [52] showed the potential benefits ofmalleability on job’s response
time, by using fair process distribution and shrink and expand operation on
jobs that expand the number of used processors.
Several proposals try to exploitmalleability innon-simulated environments.
Non simulated environments require not only malleable scheduling policies
but a whole software stack infrastructure that supports them. In fact, to
avoid unnecessary user knowledge and overhead for the developer, malleabil-
ity needs to be transparent by being implemented in libraries and program-
mingmodels. Regarding job schedulers, someof theproductionDRMS[9] [6]
implement API for supporting flexible jobs allocations, i.e., adapt job alloca-
tions if the user asks for changes in the required resources. While this is the
first step towards malleability, there is no scheduler implementing malleable
job scheduling policies. The critical difference between those two concepts is
that the malleable scheduler decides whether to increase or shrink jobs’ allo-
cations based on an internal decision not demanded by the user.
In the recent years the research community proposed some practical im-
plementations of full-stack malleable scheduling solutions.
Utrera et al. [104, 103] use folding techniques to shrink and expand jobs
plus FIFO-malleable and backfill-malleable policies that uses co-scheduling
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When
Who decides At Job submission At runtime
User Rigid Evolving
System Moldable Malleable
Table 2.1: Jobs classifica on
and oversubscription to start MPI jobs when no resources are available.
Kale et al. [56] implementmalleable and evolving jobs on the topofCharm++
and defined a scheduling policy based on equipartition. When a new job ar-
rives, the scheduler recalculates the number of processors allocated to each
running job. Prabhakaran et al. [89], using Charm++ malleability, imple-
mented shrink/expand operations in a production scheduler, improving the
scheduling strategy over Kale’s work based on equipartition. Evaluation is
performed on workloads combining rigid, evolving, and malleable jobs.
Chadha et al. [22] use anMPI extension and SLURMto build amalleable
job scheduling policy guided by a ratio between the number of processes and
the compute time. They use a twoqueue system to separate rigid and evolving
jobs and use malleability if a new job cannot start.
2.3 Malleable applications and libraries
To introduce the concept of malleability, we use a classification of jobs based
on their possibility to dynamically expand and reduce the allocation of their
resources, done by Feitelson in [38, 42]:
• Rigid: jobs that require a certain predefined encoded number of proces-
sors.
• Moldable: jobs that allow the number of CPUs to be set at launch time,
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but not thereafter.
• Evolving: jobswith changing requirements, e.g., a sequence of serial and
parallel phases. In this case, the application itself demands the change.
• Malleable: jobs that can adjust to changing allocations at runtime. This
allows the most flexibility to the system.
Malleable applications have the highest degree of flexibility, making them
more efficient for a number of scenarios, including:
• Hardware failure: malleability canbeused in combinationwith resiliency
solutions to avoid data loss in the case of hardware failure. While fault-
tolerant interfaces recover the application in the case of partial or total
failure, malleability can ease the application’s adaptation to keep run-
ning on non-failed resources.
• Underutilization: it can happen when some resources of the system are
left unallocated to jobs or scarcely unused by applications, thus unex-
ploited. In the former, malleable job allocations allow re-adapting run-
ning components to use unused resources, expanding their job alloca-
tion, or shrinking them to make space for new jobs. In the latter a sim-
ilar approach can be used with jobs not fully exploiting resources. Mal-
leability gives the job schedulermuchmore possibilities in choosing and
re-adapting job allocations to increase utilization.
• Responsiveness and Quality of Service (QoS): if a system is full and an
urgent or high-priority job arrives, the systemhas no other choice but to
either wait for some resources to be available or use preemption to run
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the high-priority one by stopping or killing a running job and then con-
tinuing the execution or restarting it. With malleability, the job sched-
uler can shrink some running jobs to run the high priority job instead
of completely stopping them.
As alreadymentioned, having flexible applications has been shown to ben-
efit system performance in reducing job response time and increase resource
utilization [52]. While from a theoretical point of view, this statement is
widely demonstrated and accepted, from a practical point of view, the con-
straints due tohardware and software limitationsmake adoption complicated.
We identified two major problems that the research community needs to
face to ease the adoption of malleability in HPC systems:
1. data movement: while it is relatively easy to move the code, it is much
more expensive to move data, especially when it comes to big chunks,
and data movement between slow interfaces, e.g. between computing
nodes. Moving computation is much more affordable at the current
state.
2. implementation complexity: it is a key feature for the adoption of mal-
leability the avoidanceof anyoverhead forusers, hencemalleabilityneeds
to be transparently implemented in programming models and system
libraries. Unfortunately those were not created with this purpose in
mind, and lack this feature in their design.
Based on the HPC machines physical organization, we further divided mal-
leability into two categories, as shown in Figure 2.1:
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(a) Horizontal malleability (inter-node).
(b) Ver cal malleability (intra-node).
Figure 2.1: Horizontal and ver cal malleability. The first involves changing the number of compu ng nodes, the second
involves changing the used resources inside the compu ng nodes.
• Inter-node or horizontalmalleability appliesmalleability to the number
of used nodes by the application, involving new process creation and
migration, plus data movement through the network interface.
• Intra-node or vertical malleability can change the number of allocated
resources to the job inside the already used nodes. This case can in-
volve creating new processes or threads, eventually invalidating part of
the cached data.
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2.3.1 Horizontal malleability: MPI
As precedently said, horizontal malleability needs data movement between
nodes. MPI [76], the de-facto standard for multi-process communication, is
used to spawn an application on multiple computing nodes. It gives API for
process-to-process communication and group communication. MPI was de-
signed as a static model, therefore the initial design did not include any API
formalleability. Starting fromversion 2 of the standard,MPI introduced a set
of API to spawn new processes throughmpi_comm_spawn() directive. While
the API allows spawning new processes at runtime, in general, the data redis-
tribution due to using new computing nodes is delegated to the application.
Several proposals try to solve this issue in different ways. We can group
them into onlinemalleability and offlinemalleability approach. In the offline
approach, the application ismomentarily stopped from its execution, its state
is saved, then data and code are moved to new nodes, and finally, the applica-
tion restarts the execution from the saved state. Proposal using this solution
has a simple implementation, with few changes in the MPI standard needed,
but the approach is generally less performant than the online approach.
In the online approach, the application usesMPIAPIs to spawn new pro-
cesses, and then it connects to them, sending necessary data and continuing
the execution without the necessity to stop and restore the application.
Given the high latency of data transfers between computing nodes, we de-
cided not to further investigate horizontal malleability. At the moment of
writing, new memory technologies are being developed that can reduce the
overhead of data movement. Those technologies, e.g., Non-Volatile Memo-
ries (NVM), Network Attached Storage (NAS), Network AttachedMemory
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(NAM), can speedup data movement, giving a push to horizontal malleabil-
ity.
2.3.2 Vertical malleability: OpenMP andOmpSs
By vertical malleability, we mean the capability of applications to mutate in-
side a computingnode. InHPC,multi-coremanagement is obtained through
multi-process andmulti-threading. Multi-threading is easedbyprogramming
models like OpenMP [84] and
OmpSs [35], besides already mentionedMPI.
While, for simplicity, using a single programming model like MPI allows
managingmulti-node applications and at the same time cores inside nodes us-
ingMPI processes, threads are lighter and faster than processes. Utrera [102]
et al. use moldability plus folding techniques to adapt the job to available
resources using oversubscription. Cera et al. [21] use a similar approach,
dynamically changing the operating system CPUSETs for MPI processes. In
this case, the number of processes is fixed, while the resource mapped to the
process changes at runtime. This approach is easy to implement but can lead
to unnecessary performance loss due to the context switching overhead.
OpenMP and OmpSs are programming models based on multi-thread li-
braries and allow light and fast threadmanagement. OpenMPandOmpSs are
good malleability candidates since they allow selecting the number of neces-
sary threads at launch time and runtime.
This feature is just a small piece of the puzzle for obtaining malleable ap-
plications andmalleable jobs, as there is no integratedway to control inwhich
physical resources the threads will run, and there is no way for schedulers to
ask the applications to change used resources. Luckily, the OS gives instru-
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ments to solve the first issue, with API that allows setting and dynamically
changing the mapping of threads or processes to CPU cores. Regarding the
second issue, filling this gap is part of this thesis, and it will be the topic of
Chapter 4.
2.3.3 Others
Charm++ [55] is an object-oriented programming language. It divides the
application transparently in fine granularity blocks, called charms. Charms
can be dynamically created, supporting horizontal and vertical malleability.
Charm++ is a different programming model, and developers need to rewrite
their applications using this new paradigm, which makes this solution unac-
ceptable for the thesis. Our thesis studies transparent solutions for malleabil-
ity with no efforts for users and developers.
AMPI [50] is a Charm++ interface that enables MPI applications to run
over Charm infrastructure. While this solution solves the rewriting applica-
tions’ issue, it only partially supports MPI standard, and it is not compatible
with other parallel programming models like OpenMP and OmpSs.
2.4 Energy-aware scheduling
HPCmachines are extremely power demanding, such that the United States’
Department of Energy set a goal of 20 MW power consumption for an ex-
ascale machine. In recent years research and industry put a high effort in-
vestigating how to stay under this constraint. Simultaneously, there is a sig-
nificant shift from classical performance-oriented to an efficiency-oriented
research mentality, with increasing awareness of green and eco-friendly con-
cepts. Top500 [99] list now is accompanied by theGreen500 [98], classifying
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most energy efficient machines. New metrics are proposed to draw up the
list, i.e., TGI metric [94], as an alternative to GFLOPS/W, it evaluates non-
computing devices, e.g., memories and disks.
Research in energy consumption moved in both hardware and software
directions.
Regarding hardware techniques, miniaturization plays a vital role in re-
ducing power consumption, but this process is getting more and more to
the silicon physical limit, and alternative chemical elements are being stud-
ied. Meanwhile, Dynamic Frequency and Voltage Scaling (DVFS) became a
popular solution to reduce consumption by dynamically modifying the pro-
cessor’s voltage and frequency. This technique is beneficial when trying to
control the maximum power consumption or when dealing with memory-
bounded applications. In the latter case, higher frequency does not help to
reduce the runtime, bounded by the memory wall.
Regarding software techniques, we can classify them in the following cat-
egories, from a low-level to a high-level perspective of the system:
• Low level and OS interfaces for DVFS, collection of power metrics.
• Energy modeling and estimation for hardware and applications.
• Thermal, power, and energy-aware task scheduling in multi-core pro-
cessors and GPUs, node-level powercapping.
• Thermal, power, and energy-aware job scheduling and resource man-
agement at cluster level: two main techniques are used to limit power
consumption:
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– overprovisioning: it is a strategy in which more hardware than the
one that can be powered is bought, and part of it is selectively shut
down or powered on based on the necessity.
– powercapping at the node, job, and system level.
Regarding energy-aware job scheduling solutions, we identified that most
of the
research [69] mainly focuses on power scheduling and controlling, with few
considerations thatmost of the times, minimizing power does notmeanmin-
imizing the energy.
Furthermore, as suggested by recent research [30], this whole variety of
solutionsmiss automatic ways of setting energy configuration for the systems
and user’s activity. At the current state of the art, it is the user’s responsibil-
ity to specify the type of resource needed, the number of resources, and the
best energy settings for the submitted job. This complexity is not acceptable
in heterogeneous multi-cluster environments, where a number of comput-
ing nodes can be chosen, each one with different characteristics, resulting in
confusion and unnecessary knowledge needed for users.
This suggests that the system should autonomously make decisions, rely-
ing on users as little as possible. Job schedulers need to estimate information
about the jobs, such as their runtime, performance, energy consumption for
each hardware resource that can run it, and use this information to improve
the scheduling.
Regarding energy-aware job scheduling, different proposals are contribut-
ing in a variety of ways combining described techniques. Some policies are
based onmodeledmanufacturing and assembling variability [24], or temper-
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ature in different points of the system [77].
Sarood et al. [92], Barry et al. [61] explore overprovisioning, or powercap-
ping [13] [90].
Auweter et al. implemented two policies: energy-to-solution and best-
runtime, to select the most suitable frequency for jobs [8].
2.5 Distributed ResourceManagement Systems (DRMS)
It is commonly used in production systems to name Distributed Resource
Management Systems (DRMS), which usually includes the job scheduler,
tools for resource management and monitoring, job and user control, and
monitoring. We will now present the main DRMSs, and in particular Slurm,
vastly used in this thesis.
2.5.1 Slurm
Slurm[9] is a resource andworkloadmanager software, free andOpenSource,
explicitly designed to satisfy the demanding needs of high-performance com-
puting.
Slurm architecture
Slurm implements a master-slave cluster management architecture, as shown
in Figure 2.2. At the top is a redundant pair of cluster controllers. These con-
trollers serve as the managers of the compute cluster and implement a man-
agement daemon called slurmctld. The slurmctld daemon provides moni-
toring of computing resources, but most importantly, it maps incoming jobs
to underlying compute resources. Each compute node runs a daemon called
slurmd (node manager). The slurm daemon manages the node on which it
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Figure 2.2: Slurm architecture[9]
Slurm kernel
Authentication Plugin MPI plugin Scheduling plugin Select plugin Task plugin Priority plugin
munge pmix backfill cons_res affinity multifactor
Table 2.2: Slurm code structure is organized in plugins, to ease the code extension. Main used plugins are shown.
runs. It monitors the tasks running on the node, accepts work from the con-
troller, and maps tasks on the cores within the node.
The use of optional plugins provides the features needed to satisfy the de-
mands of HPC centers. Some of them are shown in Table 2.2, where on the
top, we can see the plugin’s generic name, and on the bottom, the used im-
plementation in this work.
• Select plugin: it selects resources for each job. It can run at different
granularity, thread, core, socket, and node level.
• Task plugin: it manages nodes’ resources and their binding to processes
and threads.
• Scheduling plugin: it implements backfill as a separate scheduler that
runs controlled by a timer.
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• Priority plugin: it assigns a priority to each job based on a number of
factors, e.g., the arrival time, the number of nodes, the requested time,
and partition.
Slurm is vastly used in production machines and by the research commu-
nity. This motivated us to adopt this DRMS as a working environment. We
opted for a fullDRMSandnot an experimental environment because our ob-
jective is to give a close-to-production implementation of our research. This
choice presents different positive and negative repercussions.
On one side, Slurm allows saving the time to implement a prototype en-
vironment for the implementation and testing of the thesis’s work. Also,
by implementing the research in production software, the research can be
brought to production faster. Finally, using Slurm or a production DRMS
in the evaluation of scheduling policies has the advantage of making the eval-
uation closer to the real behavior in a system. A prototype job scheduler does
not have the necessary complexity and scalability features to run on large scale
systems.
On the other side, implementing the research on Slurm can be challenging
work. Its code is vast and complex, sometimes redundant, challenging to un-
derstand, edit and test. Moreover, many features were added as an extension
of a code whose design was not contemplating them, and even a small change
in the Slurm logic can become a pain, requiring a high amount of effort to
study, edit, and bug-fix.
2.5.2 Other DRMS
Flux [6] is a hierarchical DRMS designed to solve current exascale issues in
job scheduling and resource management. Flux instances can run inside Flux
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or other DRMS instances, creatingmultiple scheduling layers to address scal-
ability, offering at the same time API to manage instances and jobs running
inside them. Flux is made up of a core and a scheduler that can dynamically
load different scheduling policies.
OpenPBS [97] is fast, scalable, secure, and resilient DRMS for HPC envi-
ronments. It can be extended by using its plugin structure; it is Open Source
and part of the OpenStack HPC software infrastructure.
2.6 Job scheduler simulators
A scheduling simulator is a software that reproduces job scheduling behavior
by simulating workload execution without actually running the jobs. This
piece of software is handy when it comes to analyzing the performance of job
schedulers implementation and its comparison toother implementations. We
divide the job scheduling simulators in the state of the art in two categories:
general job scheduler simulators and implementation-specific job scheduling sim-
ulators.
2.6.1 General job scheduler simulator
General job scheduling simulators are simulators that are not based on a spe-
cificDRMS, but they only simulate the job scheduling and placement. Being
simpler allow them to run faster, but they do not simulate all that comes to-
gether with the DRMS.
There are plenties of general job scheduler simulators [36] [57] [18] [19].
These simulators are suitable for a theoretical evaluation of scheduling algo-
rithms, and they usually include configurations for modeling the different
platforms, partitions, hardware, energy, and networks. General job scheduler
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simulators lack enough details, characterization of parameters included in
production software, and the software architecture that a system administra-
tor might want to optimize to get the most out of a particular machine. Bat-
sim presents some accuracy tests, done after developing an adaptor between
Batsim andOAR [82] to allowusingOAR schedulers into the simulator, and
a submission system that reads and sends 800-jobs requests to OAR operat-
ing on 161 nodes. Thismethodology is hard to reproduce since fewworkload
managers permit decoupling the scheduler code from the rest, and simulation
is limited to the scheduler itself, not the whole software infrastructure, in-
cluding other code parts and implementation-related parameters. Simbatch
presents accuracy tests by implementing models for simulating batch sched-
ulers and running 100 tasks on five node tests with OAR. In this case, it is
not clear up to which detail the models are representing real job schedulers.
In conclusion, standard job scheduling simulators are a good start for evalu-
ating a scheduling algorithm, but they give only little hints about how they
will perform on a real machine, not representing an extensive set of tools for
system administrators.
2.6.2 Implementation-specific job scheduling simulators
Implementation-specific simulators keep all the details of a specific job sched-
uler, maintaining their architecture, reusing their source code, and giving the
possibility to system administrators to try different configurations and algo-
rithms with the objective of tuning system performance. We found four sim-
ulators in this category; the first is Qsim[96], an event-based simulator for
Cobalt[7], specific job scheduler forBlueGene systems. The second isMoab[27]
scheduler that implements a simulator mode, in which the user can inter-
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act and control simulated time, but it is proprietary software. Flux [6] is a
Resource Management framework that includes a simulator in its code, but
there is no information about it included in the publications and documen-
tation. There is no published evaluation of the consistency and the accuracy
of any of these simulators. The last one is the Slurm Simulator, initially devel-
oped at Barcelona Supercomputing Center by A. Lucero [66], and based on
Slurmversion 2. In its second version, Trofinoff andBenini [100] fromCSCS
updated it to Slurm version 14 and brought a series of improvements. Finally,
G. Rodrigo [91] improved the synchronization and the simulator speedup,
together with a set of tools for workload generation, scheduler configuration,
and output analysis.
Finally, Simakov et al. [93] attempted to validate their Slurm simulator
version. Simakov simplified the simulator structure, serializing the code on
a single process, the Slurm controller, that can be compiled as a simulator.
While he significantly reduced the amount of executed code and complexity,
he lost some of the features that Slurm can offer, e.g., multithreading, some





Ourmethodology is the combination of single-application or workloads real-
machine runs, andworkloads trace-driven simulations. Depending onwhich
layer of the software stack we are evaluating, we use one or another approach.
3.1 Applications andworkloads real-machine runs methodology
Real-machine run is an accurate methodology that permits evaluating appli-
cations’ behavior in detail. Whenever a job scheduling policy or a library af-
fects applications’ performance, it is recommended to evaluate andmodel the
impact with this methodology. On the other side, real-machine runs are ap-
propriate to analyze from one to a few hundred jobs for a total workload of
up to two days on less than a hundred nodes. We further divide this approach
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into two categories: application analysis and workload analysis.
3.1.1 Application’s analysis
When analyzing one or a few applications’ performances, we instrument and
collect a trace of the code behavior, e.g., programming models, libraries, and
function calls, plus the hardware counters. Weused the following tools for ap-
plication analysis: Extrae [64] to samplea and extract traces, and Paraver [88]
to visualize collected traces, presenting metrics such as:
• Runtime
• Instructions per cycle (IPC)
• Cycles per microsecond: processor cycles per microsecond dedicated to
a specific thread
• Cycles per instructions (CPI)
• Memory bandwidth (GB/s)
3.1.2 Workload’s analysis: Slurm Environment as a Job
To evaluate job scheduler performance on workloads running on real ma-
chines, this methodology allows installing and testing a job scheduling policy
locally, without affecting the system level sofware. We install the DRMS in
the user space and we run it as a job inside the system DRMS.
In this case, we focus on metrics that represent the total workload perfor-
mance, rather than single application’s, such as:
• Makespan: the time between the first job’s start time and the last job’s
end time.
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• Averagewait time: the averageof job’s start timeminus submission time.
• Average response time: the average of job’s end time minus submission
time.
• Average slowdown: the average of job’s response time divided by its run-
time.
• Total consumed energy: calculated as the sumof job’s consumed energy
or the whole system’s consumed energy.
For the analysis of workloads, the main analyzed metric is the average re-
sponse time and the slowdown, which measures how fast the system capable
of completing user’s requests. The main difference between the two metrics
is that the slowdown, normalized by the job’s runtime, gives the same impor-
tance to short and long jobs, while the response time doesn’t.
We consider the makespan a secondary metric, since this metric could be
easily affected by the simulation of the last jobs of the workload. If one long
job running close to the end of the simulation extends the simulation, the
makespan would be affected but the increase is not relevant for the evalua-
tion. On the other side, we keep track of this metric to ensure it maintains
acceptable values.
We implemented thismethodologyby creating an environment that launches
a Slurm instance inside a Slurm job allocation. The minimum amount of
nodes required for this job is two: one node is reserved for the Slurm con-
troller, the rest of the nodes are computing nodes that can run jobs. Themax-
imum amount of usable resources and time depends on the system DRMS
configuration for the job’s size and duration.
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The environment is made up of different components, resumed in Fig-
ure 3.1:
• Job scheduler: a local installation of the job scheduler implementing a
scheduling policy to test, in our case Slurm.
• Job scheduler configuration template: a template configuration file for
the job scheduler. The template contains keywords that can be replaced
with specific configurations, e.g., the number of nodes, their specifica-
tions, the nodes lists, the partitions, the controller hostname, the user
name, the backfill parameters, and for the other plugins and scheduling
features.
• Startup and finalize scripts: those scripts start the environment by set-
ting necessary environment variables and starting controller and dae-
mon nodes for the DRMS. i.e., Slurmctld and Slurmd daemons.
• Workload to jobs converter: this script maps workload traces files to
batch jobs submissions using a time model that approximates the job’s
runtime in the trace by selecting parameters for applications. Applica-
tions are picked with specific distributions from a set of modeled appli-
cations. Used applications are described in Chapter 4 and 5.
• Batch job submission script: This is a template for a batch job. It accepts
the binary to run and its parameters, together with batch script param-
eters, i.e., the number of nodes, the number of processes per node, and
the number of threads per process.
The developed environment is Open Source and available at the BSC-RM
github repository [32].
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Figure 3.1: Slurm Enviroment as a Job.
3.2 Workload simulation methodology
Thismethodology allows evaluating job scheduling performance overcoming
the limit of running applications on a real machine, while maintaining an ac-
ceptable precision. Based on job scheduling simulators, it simulates historical
workload traces or synthetically generated workloads, up to months or years
and hundreds of thousands of jobs, therefore multiple times faster than real-
machine runs. Extracted metrics are generated over the simulated execution
and are already described in the real-machine runs approach.
Since we use Slurm to implement and evaluate most of our work, we de-
cided to use Slurm specific job scheduling simulator. Slurm has no official
simulator, but the community developed it starting from some of its debug-
ging features. Several years ago, the first version of the Slurm Simulator was
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created by a Slurm system administrator from Barcelona Supercomputing
Center, A. Lucero [66]. Trofinoff and Benini [100], from CSCS, updated
the simulator to Slurm version 14 and brought a series of improvements over
it. G.Rodrigo [91] improved the synchronization and the simulator speedup,
together with a set of tools for workload generation, scheduler configuration,
and output analysis.
As none of these simulators satisfied our needs regarding accuracy and
consistency, we took Rodrigo’s simulator, and we improved it. A paper was
published[4] describing the process of fixing the faulty code, optimizing sim-
ulation’s speed, and evaluating its accuracy. In the samedocument,wepresent
different scenarios where the Slurm Simulator can help evaluating a Slurm in-
stallation, e.g., by comparing different scheduler configurations.
As shown in Figure 3.2, the Slurm Simulator receives as an input the stan-
dard Slurm configuration file, slurm.conf, that allows for the specification of
the system architecture, as well as job scheduler details such as scheduling and
selection policies, and a trace file in a binary simulator’s format. We have pro-
vided a converter from Standard Workload Format (SWF) [23, 40] to sim-
ulator’s trace format to enable the simulator to use a vast amount of exist-
ing real-machine and modeled logs in the online repositories such as Feitel-
son’s [39]. The Slurm simulator generates standard Slurm outputs, such as
Slurmcontroller daemon’s and Slurmdaemon’s logs, job completion log, and
Slurm database files. We developed a set of scripts that converts the output in
Comma-separated values (CSV) format, extracts the presented metrics, and
shows them in different formats with charts.
Figure 3.2 shows threemain components, i.e., three processes of the Slurm
simulator, Slurm simulator’s manager, Slurm controller daemon, and Slurm
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daemon.
• sim_mgr is in charge of controlling simulated time, i.e., it increments
it by one second in each simulator’s iteration. Also, it reads the input
trace and submits the jobs to the Slurm controller when its arrival time
is reached. The job submission is made using Slurm’s API sbatch.
• slurmctld is a standard Slurm controller daemon, and all the core func-
tions of the controller, such as job scheduling and selection policies, are
the original Slurm code.
• slurmd is a simplified Slurmdaemon since the jobs’ execution is not sim-
ulated. It receives the job duration from the Slurm controller, sets the
job’s end time as a future event, and notifies the controller when the
job’s end time is reached. One slurmd process is in charge of all the
nodes.
A wrapper for time functions returns simulated time instead of real-time.
Our work on the Slurm Simulator represents an important contribution
of the thesis, and it includes the following:
• We removed the random variation from the simulator and made our
simulator deterministic across multiple runs for the same input and set-
up.
• We improved the accuracy, i.e., lowered the deviation of the simulator’s
system metrics values from the real-machine ones from the previous
12% to at most 1.7%.
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Figure 3.2: Slurm simulator’s structure.
• We improved the simulator’s performance by 2.6 times.
• We presented our methodology for the evaluation of the Slurm simula-
tor on the real machine.
• We ported the simulator to the latest Slurm version at that time, 19.
• We implemented converters betweenStandardWorkloadFormat (SWF) [23,
40] and the simulator’s input trace and between Slurm’s completion log
and SWF.
SlurmSimulator isOpenSource andpublished atBSC-RMGitHub repos-
itory [70].
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”The ability to adapt is what survival is all about.”
4
Enabling malleability with DROM library
In the design of futureHPC systems, research in resourcemanagement shows
an increasing interest in more dynamic control of the available resources. It
has been proven that enabling the jobs to change the number of comput-
ing resources at run time, i.e., their malleability, can significantly improve
HPC system performance. However, job schedulers and applications typi-
cally do not support malleability due to the common belief that it introduces
additional programming complexity and performance impact. This paper
presents DROM, an interface that provides efficient malleability with no ef-
fort for developers. The running application is enabled to adapt the number
of threads to the number of assigned computing resources in a completely
transparent way to the user by integrating DROM with standard program-
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ming models, such as OpenMP/OmpSs, and MPI. We designed the APIs to
be easily used by any programming model, application, job scheduler, or re-
source manager. Our experimental results from two realistic use-cases analy-
sis, based onmalleability by reducing the number of cores a job uses per node
and jobs co-allocation, show the potential of DROM for improving HPC
systems’ performance. In particular, the workload of two MPI+OpenMP
neuro-simulators is tested, reporting improvement in system metrics, such
as total run time and average response time, up to 8% and 48%, respectively.
4.1 Introduction
As early described, the HPC software stack consists of different layers, from
parallel runtime to the job scheduler, each one responsible for a specific task.
From a developer perspective, it is common to use different programming
models to ease the programming on multi-core and multi-node machines.
Those models can hide the low-level architectural details, and at the same
time, extract the maximum performance from the systems.
From a system perspective, the job scheduler’s objective is to maximize
computing resources’ efficient utilization. However, improving the system
efficiency is, typically, not well accepted by users and application developers
since their only objective is to speed up their application even if some of the
resources are left underutilized. We claim that these two objectivesmust coex-
ist and that cooperation between the different stack layers is the way to reach
this goal.
From a workload perspective, new hybrid workloads combine memory-
bound and compute-bound requirements. Each piece usually exploits only
part of the available resources in the computing nodes, making the schedul-
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ing of jobs to exclusive resources inefficient. This is the example of the Hu-
manBrain Project, where neurosimultors, compute intensive applications are
couple with small real-time analytics that analyze partial data obtained by the
simulations. We claim that efficient node sharing could bring improvements
in the utilization of hardware resources.
We propose to provide resource managers with more tools that will give
them a dynamic control of resources allocated to the application and a par-
ticular feedback about the utilization of these resources transparently to users
and developers. In this chapter, we extend the DLB [44] library with a new
API designed to be used by the resourcemanagers. This newAPI is presented
as a transversal layer in the HPC software stack to coordinate the resource
manager and the parallel runtime. We call this APIDynamic Resource Own-
ership Management (DROM). DROM has been integrated with well know
programmingmodels, i.e. MPI [76],OpenMP[84] andOmpSs[35] andwith
the Slurm [9] node manager.
By integratingDROMwith the above programmingmodels, the APIwill
work transparently to the application and developers. By integrating the API
with Slurm, we enable efficient co-scheduling and co-allocation of jobs. This
means that jobs are scheduled to share computing nodes by dynamically par-
titioning the available resources, improving hardware utilization and job re-
sponse time.
This chapter presents the following contributions:
• Definition of DROM, an API that allows cooperation between any job
manager and any programming model.
• Integration ofDROMwith Slurm nodemanager for effective resources
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distribution in the case of co-allocation.
• Integration of DROMwithMPI, OpenMP andOmpSs programming
models.
• Evaluation of DROM with real use cases and applications motivated
based on needs in the Human Brain Project (HBP) [51].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the
related work, Section 4.3 describes the DROM API, Sections 4.4 and 4.5
present the DROM integration with programming models and Slurm. Sec-
tion 4.6 shows the experiments done to validate the integration and demon-
strate the potential of this proposal, and finally Section 4.7 presents the con-
clusions and future work.
4.2 RelatedWork
Recent research shows an increasing interest in the development of interfaces
and programming models that can enable malleability for applications.
Several studies propose malleability based on MPI [76], that allows, in
different ways, to spawn new MPI processes at run time or use moldability
and folding techniques [102]. These approaches are limited by the inherent
program data partition between processes. Data partition and redistribution
are application dependent, so they need to be done by application develop-
ers. Furthermore, data transfer among nodes has a high impact on perfor-
mance, makingmalleability very costly, especially when using checkpoint and
restart techniques. To support automatic data redistribution, MPI is usually
constrained, e.g., malleability is only available for iterative applications using
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split/merge of MPI processes [68], or master/slave applications [26]. Martin
et al. [74] try to automatize data redistribution, but only for vectors and ma-
trices.
Recent work includes an effort on Charm++ [49] programming model
to support malleability. Charm++ allows malleability for applications by im-
plementing fine-grained threads encapsulated into Charm++ objects. This
solution is not transparent to developers, i.e., they need to rewrite their ap-
plications using this programming model. Adaptive MPI [50] tries to solve
this issue by virtualizingMPI processes into Charm++ objects, partially sup-
porting MPI standard. Charm++ lacks a set of API that would allow com-
municating with the job scheduler because malleability features were studied
for load balancing purpose. There was an effort to implement a Charm++
to Torque [89] communication protocol to enable malleability, but they are
not comparable with DROM because DROM gives generalized APIs that
can serve to communicate with any job scheduler or programming model.
Castain et al. in [20] presented an extensive set of APIs, part of PMIx
project, including the job’s expanding and shrinking features. It attempts to
create standardized APIs that applications can use to request more resources
from the job scheduler. Their approach is based on MPI, and it can be inte-
grated with our approach based on shared memory programming models.
Despite this tendency in the research, users still do not have simple and ef-
ficient tools, neither the support from job schedulers in productionHPCma-
chines that would allow them to exploit malleability. We integrated DROM
APIswithOpenMP[84] andOmpSs [35]programmingmodels andSlurm[9]
job scheduler. However, DROM is independent of them, and it can be inte-
grated with any other programming models or job schedulers.
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DROM manages computing resources by using CPUSETs, lightweight
structures used at the operating system level, easy and fast to use andmanipu-
late. A similar approach was presented by [21], based on dynamically chang-
ing the operating system CPUSETs for MPI processes, but in this case, there
wasno integrationwith theprogrammingmodel. This approach is equivalent
to oversubscription of resources, i.e., more than one process running in the
same core, which generally harms the applications’ performance, as demon-
strated in [5]. In our integration, OpenMP andOmpSs adapt the number of
threads to changes in the number of computing resources, avoiding oversub-
scription. Moreover, OpenMP and OmpSs use threads instead of processes,
easier to create and destroy, more efficient, lighter thanMPI processes. At the
same time, we support hybrid MPI+OpenMP/OmpSs applications, which
allow the expansion of DROM capabilities to multi-node environments.
4.3 DROM: Dynamic Resource OwnershipManagement
DROMinterface provides a communication channel between an administra-
tor process and other processes to adjust the number of threads accordingly.
In this section, we present the proposed DROM API, and we will detail
how we have integrated it with Slurm.
4.3.1 DLB-DROM Framework
DROM is part of DLB[44], a framework transversal to the different layers of
theHPC software stack, from the job scheduler to the operating system. The
interaction with the different layers is always done through standard mecha-
nisms such as PMPI [85], or OMPT [83] explained in more detail in Section
4.4. Thus, as a general rule, applications do not need to bemodified or recom-
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piled to be run with DROM as long as they use a supported programming
model (MPI +OpenMP/OmpSs). By pre-loading the library, these standard
mechanisms can be used to intercept the calls to the programming models
and modify the number of required resources as needed.
Shmem
Figure 4.1: DROM Framework
In Figure 4.1 we can see the DROM module. DROM provides an API
for external entities, such as a job scheduler, a resource manager, or a user,
to re-assign the resources used by any application attached to it. Then, the
DROMmodule running on each process will react and modify the comput-
ing resources allocated for the application. This procedure depends on the
programming model, but in essence, it implies two steps. First, the appli-
cation will modify the number of active threads running within the shared
memory programming model (OpenMP, OmpSs). Lastly, each active thread
will be pinned to a specific CPU core to avoid oversubscription during the
coexistence of the many processes in the node.
DROMuses thenode’s sharedmemory to communicate the different pro-
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cesses, implemented as a common, lock protected address spacewhere all pro-
cesses attached to DROM can read and write. While the communication
can be asynchronous for the sender, the receiver, by default, will use a polling
mechanism based on the interception interfaces. This mechanism produces
a negligible overhead but relies exclusively on the frequency of the program-
mingmodel invocation. Alternatively,DROMalso implements an asynchronous
mode for the receiver using a helper thread and a callback system.
This design of the framework allows users or developers to add DROM
support to an application withminimal effort. However, there are some con-
siderations toweigh before running an applicationwithDROMsupport, i.e.,
how the application reacts to an unintended change of the number of run-
ning threads and whether other hardware resources, apart from CPUs, can
perform when other applications are co-allocated. The former only depends
on the application implementation, and the latter may depend on several fac-
tors such as total memory consumed, and the I/O bandwidth:
• Application’s inherent non-malleability. DROMmay change the num-
ber of active threads, ormax_threads inOpenMPnomenclature, at any
time during the execution. For this reason, the application should be
malleable. We consider an application completelymalleablewhen its de-
sign allows changing the number of threads at any time, and its comple-
tion is still valid and successful. This condition requires a thread-based
programming model with some level of malleability, although its effect
does not need to be immediate. For example, OpenMP cannot modify
the number of threads until the next parallel construct, but we consider
it acceptable.
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An application is not malleable when it obtains the number of threads
at any arbitrary point of the execution and assumes it will not change in
the future. For instance, a common practice in OpenMP applications
is to allocate some auxiliary memory based on the current number of
threads. Later, inside a parallel region, this memory will be indexed by
the current thread identification number andmay cause different errors
depending onwhether the team size is smaller or larger than assumed by
the application. The suggested alternative is to exploit the features that
the programming model already provides. For instance, a private array
where its scope is limited to the parallel construct or a reduction clause
where the programming model manages the auxiliary memory are two
solutions that solve this issue and keep the application malleable.
• Hardware is finite. During the job co-allocation, DROM may reduce
the number of active threads of other processes and may rearrange each
thread’s pinning to a new core, but it will not reduce the amount of allo-
catedmemory of any application. Therefore, the total memory capacity
and bandwidth will be shared among applications.
4.3.2 DROMAPI for managing the co-allocation of applications
Processes attached toDROMcan bemanaged from another process, referred
as administrator process from now on. We consider Slurm the candidate for
the administrator process, but the implementation of the interface presented
in this section allows users to program their administrator process. In this
case, the administrator process always runs as the same user making the sub-
mission, and the co-allocations are always limited to other applications of the
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same user.
The administrator process canmanage other processes by communicating
with DROM, mainly consisting of a single shared memory per node. There-
fore, if the submission allocates more than one node, one administrator pro-
cess must be created for each node that requires management, and eventual
synchronization needs to be implemented within those processes.
The proposed DROM interface is presented below, and its code is Open
Source [14]:
int DROM_Attach(void)
Attach current process to the system as DROM administrator. Once
attached, theprocess is able toqueryormodify theprocessmaskof other
processes running with DROM support.
int DROM_Detach(void)
Detach current process from DROM system. If previously attached,
a process must call this function to correctly close file descriptors and
clean data.
int DROM_GetPidList(int *pidlist, int *nelems, int max_len)
Obtain the list of running processes registered in the DROM system.
int DROM_GetProcessMask(int pid, dlb_cpu_set_t mask,
dlb_drom_flags_t flags)
int DROM_SetProcessMask(int pid, const_dlb_cpu_set_t mask,
dlb_drom_flags_t flags)
Getter and Setter of the process mask for a given PID.
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int DROM_PreInit(int pid, const_dlb_cpu_set_t mask,
dlb_drom_flags_t flags, char ***next_environ)
Preinitialize a starting process into the DROM system, reserving some
CPUsormaking room in thenodeby shrinking other runningprocesses
according to mask. The usual workflow for this function is to regis-
ter the current PID, then fork and exec into the new process keeping
next_environ variable that permits the child process to register using the
parent’s process ID.
int DROM_PostFinalize(int pid, dlb_drom_flags_t flags)
Finalize a previously preinitialized process. This function should be
called after a pre-initialized child process has finished its execution. The
child processmay have cleaned the sharedmemory if it runs a supported
programmingmodel, but this is not known from the job scheduler per-
spective. It is always recommended to call this function to clean the
data.
Non-standard C types used in this interface are:
• dlb_cpu_set_t is actually a void pointer provided as an opaque type and
it is casted back internally to cpu_set_t. This data set is a bitset where
each bit represents a CPU. It is defined in the GNUC library [47].
• dlb_drom_flags_t is a custombitset. This argument adds some flexibil-
ity to the interface by allowing some options like: whether the function
call is synchronous or asynchronous, whether to steal the CPUs from
other processes.
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4.4 Integration of DROMwith ProgrammingModels
Currently supported thread-based programming models are OpenMP and
OmpSs. DROM also supports MPI interception to add more synchroniza-
tion points between the application andDROM, as well as to gathermore in-
formation about the application structure and improve the resource schedul-
ing policies.
4.4.1 IntegrationwithOpenMP
Any OpenMP application can use the DROM library without having to be
recompiled as long as theOpenMP runtime used supports OMPT.OMPT is
a new interface introduced in the OpenMP Technical Report 4 [83], and in-
cluded in the OpenMP 5.0 specification. The interface allows external tools
to monitor the execution of an OpenMP program. Several OpenMP run-
times already include it in their latests versions, such as Intel’s proprietary
branch (2018.2.046) and their open-source branch based on LLVM’s run-
time [54].
If the OpenMP runtime implements this interface, DROM can register
itself as amonitoring toolwhen the library is loaded. Then, it can set callbacks
thatwill be automatically invoked for each parallel construct and implicit task
creation, allowing to modify the number of resources accordingly.
4.4.2 IntegrationwithOmpSs
OmpSs is a task-based programming model also developed at BSC. Its run-
time includes
DROM support, and if enabled, any compiled application can enable the
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DROM features provided by the runtime by setting the appropriate option.
4.4.3 IntegrationwithMPI
HPCapplicationsoften request several computingnodes, thus, shared-memory
programmingmodels are not enough. Amessage passing interface is required
for the communication among the different application processes, and the
MPI standard is probably the most used for that purpose. Being aware of
its importance, DROM implements an interceptionmechanism by using the
MPI standardprofiling interface, PMPI. PMPI allows anyprofiler, in this case
DROM, to intercept any standardMPI call, and run custom code before and
after the real MPI call.
DROMsupportsMPI interception and acts as an applicationprofiler, but
it does not implement malleability at the process level, i.e., MPI processes are
never decreased or increased, nor any program data is ever moved between
processes. For our purposes, MPI interception is only used to poll DROM
and check if there are pending actions to take. If the program runswith a new
version of OpenMP implementing OMPT or with OmpSs, the MPI layer is
optional.
4.4.4 Integrationwithapplicationswithnosupportedprogrammingmodel
DROMhas been designed to be easily used even for applications that do not
run a supported programming model. The DROM library includes an in-
terface for applications to become DROM-responsive and react to the re-
allocations performed by the manager process. Using the our interface in the
application implies that it has to be recompiled, but it also offers more flexi-
bility to only call DROMon safe pointswhere the application can change the
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1# i n c l u d e ” d l b . h ”
2i n t main ( i n t a r g c , cha r * * a r g v ) {
3/ * i n i t i a l i z a t i o n * /
4DLB_Ini t ( ) ;
5. . .
6/ * main l o o p * /
7f o r ( i =0 ; i <end ; i ++) {
8i f (DLB_PollDROM(&ncpus , &mask )
9== DLB_SUCESS ) {
10mod i f y _num_ r e s ou r c e s ( ncpus , &mask ) ;
11}
12# pragma omp p a r a l l e l
13. . .
14}
15/ * F i n a l i z a t i o n * /
16DLB_F i n a l i z e ( ) ;
17. . .
18r e t u rn 0 ;
19}
Lis ng 4.1: Itera ve applica on manually invoking DROM
number of threads if it is not entirely malleable.
Listing 4.1 shows an example of an iterative application manually modi-
fied to support DROM. The effort for developers is minimal. First, the ap-
plication needs to initialize and finalize DROM correctly when appropriate.
Then, just before entering themalleableparallel code, it shouldpoll theDROM
module to check if the resources need to be readjusted and, if needed, per-
form the necessary actions. This adjustment needs to be done by the ap-
plication. In the case of an OpenMP application, it may include a call to
omp_set_num_threads and, optionally, a rebind of threads if the runtime is
configured to bind them to CPUs.
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4.5 Integration of DROMwith Slurm
DROM APIs were integrated into Slurm, to automatize the placement of
jobs’ tasks inside computing nodes whenever one or more malleable jobs are
scheduled inside the same nodes.
The following implementation only affects job placement inside nodes,
i.e., selecting for each node on which CPUs job will run, not affecting the
scheduling process of jobs. Slurmctld, the cluster controller implementing
the job scheduler, is unchanged.
A first use case for the presented integration is when the user asks to run
multiple jobs in the same subset of resources, asking DROM to manage the
available cores efficiently and automatically. A second use case is when the
scheduler allows space sharing of resources, scheduling multiple jobs in the
same nodes. It this case DROM can be an alternative to oversubscription,
which oftern performs poorly.
The implementation is enclosed in the Slurm task/affinityplugin, in charge
of distributing the resources assigned by slurmctld to the job’s tasks.
Task/affinity is dynamically loaded by slurmd and slurmstepd, dividing the
code flow in two parts. The first is done inside slurmd, in charge of manag-
ing single computing node resources, and thanks to the plugin, calculating
and distributing CPU masks to tasks of the scheduled job. The second part
is called by slurmstepd, a daemon that controls correct task launch and execu-
tion. At launch point, the plugin picks the mask assigned by slurmd and sets
it.
InFigure 4.2wegive an example that clarifies the actions ofDROMwithin
Slurm. It illustrates the steps performed within DROM-enabled slurmd and
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slurmstepd. We present a scenario of two jobs starting to share a computing
node. The job 1, to simplify the figure, is a one-task job already running in
the node 1, while the job 2 is a two-task job about to start on both node 1 and
node 2. Initially, job 1 uses all the resources of node 1, then job 2 takes part of
them using DROM.
Figure 4.2: Slurm job launch procedure for DROM malleable applica ons in two computa onal nodes.
On the left we have job 1 running task 1.1 into node 1, on the right the start
procedure for job 2. The vertical axis represents the time for each involved
component. Red boxes are modified Slurm parts, blue boxes are unmodified
parts, green boxes are DROM calls.
Starting from the top, node 1’s slurmd executes the submitted batch script
for the job 2, that uses srun to launch a parallel malleable application. Srun
sends requests of launching the tasks to the two nodes involved in job 2 al-
location. Both slurmds call launch_request (1) function, that calculates the
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CPUmask for the starting task.
Since job 1 is already running, our implementation calculates a newmask
for both new and running jobs. In this case, CPUs distribution is done to
maintain processes balanced in the number of cores for each task, assuming
that imbalance in hybrid MPI+OpenMP/OmpSs applications degrade per-
formance. The algorithm also distributes cores keeping applications in sep-
arate sockets in order to improve data locality. In this scenario, for fairness,
computational resources are equally partitioned among running jobs.
Following on, slurmd forks and executes slurmstepd. Slurmstepd calls a
pre_launch (2) function, that sets calculated mask to the controlled task, and
updates task 1.1 mask. This is done using DROM_PreInit (2.1) function.
At the next malleability point, task 1.1 runs DLB_PollDROM (3), it gets a
new CPUmask, and it applies it, reducing the number of assigned CPUs per
task. Figure 4.2 shows the reduction in CPUs as shrinkage of the blue line. If
job 1 runs on node 2, coordination is implicit in slurmd’s CPUs distribution,
which gives the same placement for both nodes.
Whena task ends post_term (4) is invoked, that involves a call toDROM_PostFinalize
(4.1). This function can return CPUs to the initial owner of the CPUs, i.e.,
job 1. Of course, this is only possible if this job is still running and keep calling
DLB_PollDROM (3).
When a job completes, slurmd calls release_resources (5), that redistributes
freeCPUs to still running tasks. In the case the job owner of theCPUs, in this
case task 1.1, completes before the job 2, CPUs will be acquired by the job 2,




4.6 Evaluation of DROM-enabled system’s performance
We first evaluate the introduced overhead of the DROM logic. We use an
MPI + OmpSs application, and we compare their runtime when running
with and without DROM.
Then, to evaluate the potential and utility of the DROM API, we per-
form two types of experiments that follow two realistic use case scenarios,
supported by HBP:
1. In-Situ Analytics. The workload consists of two jobs: 1) a big and long
job that we will refer to as simulation and 2) small and short job that we
will refer to as analytics. This scenario corresponds to a use case ofHBP
inHPCmachines, where a neuro-simulation is running, and a visualizer
or a data analytics program can periodically check partial simulation re-
sults instead of waiting for the simulation to complete. In a standard
system, to run the analytics, the user would launch a second job ask-
ing for resources and wait until they are available. Using DROM, the
analytics would use part of the resources allocated to the simulation by
temporarily shrinking its number of used resources. This permits run-
ning analytics in the same node, avoiding reading and writing data to
disk as the analytics can exchange data with the simulation in-memory,
or data transfer in case the analytics runs on a local machine.
2. High-priority job. In the second HBP use case, we consider the scenario
of two jobs: 1) a long-running simulation and 2) a new high-priority
long-running job, e.g., an interactive job or a high-priorityf simulation,
arriving in the queue. In the absence of available resources, the high-
priority job needs to wait in the job queue, or the already running job
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needs to be preempted or oversubscribed, whichwould degrade the per-
formance. Withothermalleability implementations, the simulationwould
need to shrink in the number of nodes, creating overhead due to data
movement and checkpoint/restart operations. In the DROM case, the
application can keep executing on the same number of nodes but on
a reduced number of resources per node, while the high-priority job is
scheduled to run in the same job allocation.
We use a set of real applications - two neuro-simulation applications and
two synthetic benchmarks:
• NEST [60] is a simulator for spiking neural network models. It is par-
allelized withMPI and OpenMP.We have modified the code of NEST,
based on version 2.12.0, tomake itmalleable[46]. Additionally, we have
added calls to poll_DROM in the safe points where the number of threads
can be changed.
• CoreNeuron is a simulator for modeling neurons and networks [59]. It
is parallelized with MPI and OpenMP. We have modified the code to
add calls to poll_DROM in safe points for malleability[58].
• Pils[45] is a synthetic benchmark, doing computation-intensive oper-
ations. It is parallelized with MPI + OmpSs. It can be configured to
run with different numbers of MPI processes and OpenMP/OmpSs
threads. In the evaluation, we use it to simulate compute-bound par-
allel data analytics.
• STREAMis abenchmark intended tomeasure sustainablememorybandwidth[75].
Weconfigured it to runmultiple iterationswith an8GBdataset. The ap-
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plication is parallelized withMPI + OpenMP.We used this benchmark
to simulate memory-bound analytics software.
Pils and STREAMbenchmarks are used to reproduce the behavior of in-situ
visualizers and analytics used in HBP.
All the experiments are real-machine workload runs. For that purpose, we
used MareNostrum III (MN3) supercomputer [15], based on Intel Sandy-
Bridge processors, with each node containing two socketswith eight cores per
socket and 128GB ofDDR3memory. The operating system is a SLES distri-
bution, with Platform LSF [53] resource manager. NEST and CoreNeuron
were compiled using Intel 2017.1 compilers, and OpenMPI libraries version
1.10. Pils and STREAM were compiled with Mercurium 2.0.0 and Nanos
0.13a. We run the experiments using the original Slurm based on version
15.08.11 and the modified version that uses DROM to exploit malleability
as described. To run the modified Slurm version we used the Slurm as a job
methodology, andwe instrumented applications to extract performance data.
All the reported results are an average of at least three runs performed in
twoMN3 nodes. We observed a maximum coefficient of variation of 3.4% in
run time measurements. We analyzed the use cases from a system and appli-
cation perspective by measuring:
• total run time
• single jobs response time
• average response time
• Instructions per Cycle (IPC)
• Cycles per microsecond
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Each of the use cases is evaluated for several different configurations re-
garding the number of MPI processes and OpenMP threads per MPI pro-
cess, as summarized in Table 4.1. All applications ask for 2 nodes and dis-
tributeMPI processes among them. We selected those configurations to con-





NEST 2 x 16 4 x 8 -
CoreNeuron 2 x 16 4 x 8 -
Pils 2 x 16 2 x 1 2 x 4
STREAM 2 x 2 - -
Table 4.1: Use cases applica ons configura ons.
sider in the evaluation eventual impacts on the performance of the number
of MPI processes per node, e.g. having oneMPI process per socket performs
slightly better than having one per node. Also by using different configura-
tions the placement and the lent cores distribution changes. As an e exam-
ple, for NEST and CoreNeuron we observed increasing IPC switching from
Conf. 1 to Conf. 2. This is due to a different data access pattern and better
data locality. Regarding Pils, in Conf. 2 and Conf. 3 it does request and run
only on part of the node resources, even if the node is free. Even though it
is supposed to be a small application, we run Pils in Conf. 1 to have a ref-
erence case in which nodes are fully utilized for the whole execution time.
Concerning STREAM, we do not need to change the configuration for it as




In this evaluation we try to estimate the overhead of DROM on the MPI +
OmpSs Pils application. Pils presents a small computation per loop cycle, so
DROMcontinuously checks if there was a change in the DROMCPUmask
for each cycle. To reduce the overhead DROM only checks if the specific
boolean flag is set by the scheduler each time is called. We run Pils with two
configurations: with 1000 and 10000 loops.
Figure 4.3: Run me divided by the number of cycles mul plied by 1000 for Pils linked with DROM, and for the non
DROM version, STD.
Figure 4.3 shows the runtime divided by the total number of cycles and
multiplied by 1000. The first configuration shows an average overhead of
0.018%whenDROM is used, while the second configuration shows an over-
head of 0.2%. We consider this overhead negligible compared to other ap-
proaches of the state of the art, and we consider this evaluation a worst-case
scenario, given the high frequency at which DROM is called.
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4 MPI x 4 threads
Analytics
2 MPI x 2 threads
Figure 4.4: In situ analy cs example.
4.6.2 Use Case 1: In Situ Analytics
In Figure 4.4 we can see a graphical representation of the first use case. The
horizontal axis represents timewhile the vertical axis computational resources,
i.e., number of cores. At time (a) the simulation is launched and started in the
available resources. After 600 seconds, at time (b) the analytics is submitted.
We compare two scenarios, the Serial one considers that the analyticsmust
wait for the simulation to finish before it can start at point (d) because no
resources are available. Thus the simulation runs using all the available cores,
and when it finishes, the analytic is executed. The second scenario is using
DROM to start analytics immediately at time (b), reducing the number of
resources assigned to the simulation. Once the analytics finishes at point (c)
the simulation gets its resources back.
We evaluated the following two-applications workloads. We will use the
notation simulationapplication+analytics applicationwhennaming thework-
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loads, i.e. NEST + Pils, NEST + STREAM, CoreNeuron + Pils, CoreNeu-
ron + STREAM. For this use case, we evaluate and analyze the total run time,
average response time, individual application’s response time, followed by a
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Figure 4.5: Run me of NEST + Pils workload. Y-axis represents total run me in seconds, X-axis shows the different
configura ons of the applica ons.
Figure 4.5 shows the difference in theworkload’s total run timewhen run-
ning the two configurations of NEST and Pils. Run time for DROM case is
in average 5.9% better than Serial case for Pils Conf 2 and Conf 3, and com-
parable to the reference case Conf. 1, which runs Pils on all the available re-
sources. The average overhead of DROM scenario over Pils Conf. 1 is 0.6%,
varying with the analyzer’s configuration. We observed that this is because of
NEST implementation. Since its data is statically partitioned according to the
maximumnumber of computational resources during initializationwhen ap-
plying malleability to shrink NEST, the tasks not computed by the removed
threads are computedby someof the remaining resources, creating imbalance,
as shown in Figure 4.6. This is a limitation of the application and not an over-
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head introduced byDROM. In fact, by increasing the number of stolen com-
puting resources, like in the case of Pils Conf. 3, the number of excess tasks
increases, and they are better distributed among the remaining resources. In
this situation, we improve total run time up to 2.5%with respect toPils Conf.
1, while forConf. 2 it reaches -2.6%. A fullymalleableNESTversion that does
not partition data according to the initial number of threads would improve
this result.
Figure 4.6: Trace showing simulator’s threads on Y-axis. When thread 16 is removed, its data is computed by first 4
threads, while the others report lower u liza on (white idle spaces).
Figure 4.7 shows single application’s response time. Pils’s response time,
painted in lines pattern, decreases up to 96% due to DROMmalleability re-
ducing its wait time to zero, while its run time is approximately the same com-
pared to the Serial case. This happens at the cost of NEST’s response time,
varying from 0% to 4.2%. A 0% increase in runtime is due to increasing IPC
when running on a reduced number of threads.
In Figure 4.8 we can see the workload’s total run time and each appli-
cation’s response time for NEST and STREAM use case. In this case, we
remove 2 cores from the simulation to run a memory-intensive application,
gaining on average 1.84% (up to 3.5%) in terms of total run time. STREAM’s
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Figure 4.7: Individual response me of NEST and Pils in
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Figure 4.8: Run me (Le ) and Response me (Right) of
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Figure 4.9: Average response me of NEST workloads.
worst case. Total run time is always better because of the benefits of memory-
bound and compute-bound applications sharing the nodes.
Figure 4.9 shows average response time. Gain inDROMcase is up to 48%
and never less than 37% with respect to the Serial case.
Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show the same set of experiments but
with CoreNeuron neuro-simulator. Results are very similar to NEST work-
loads, as also CoreNeuron presents the same data partition problem. Fig-
ure 4.10 shows improved run time when comparing with Pils Conf. 2 and
Conf. 3, and a maximum overhead of 5% compared to Pils Conf. 1. Com-
pared to NEST, CoreNeuron shows slightly worse results when sharing with
compute-intensive analytics like Pils, even if less affected by the number of re-
quested resources, showing 2%of variation versus 5%ofNEST. In Figure 4.12
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Figure 4.11: Individual response me of CoreNeuron and
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Figure 4.12: Execu on me (Le ) and Response me
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Figure 4.13: Average response me of CoreNeuron
workloads.
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loads (up to 8%), response time decreases up to 91% while CoreNeuron’s in-
crease is 4% in the worst case. Compared to NEST, it slightly performs better
when sharing the node with memory-intensive applications like STREAM,
with an average run time gain of 5.3% vs. 1.84% for NEST. Average response
time in Figure 4.13 shows an average gain of 46.5% for the DROM scenario
with respect to the Serial.
4.6.3 Use Case 2: High-priority job
In the second use case we analyze a single workload made up of two jobs, a
long NEST and a long CoreNeuron simulation running on 2 MN3 nodes.
Both jobs request Conf. 1 presented in Table 4.1.
Again, we compare a Serial scenario in which the high-priority job can
only start after the running job ends, and DROM scenario where the same
job starts immediately by freeing some resources using the DROM interface.
Figure 4.14 presents traces for both scenarios. X-axes represent time, with
same scale to compare total run time, while Y-axes show application’s threads.
At time a)NEST is submitted and runs on the entire two nodes allocation.
After 1200 seconds, at time b) CoreNeuron is submitted. In the top trace,
representing the Serial scenario,CoreNeuronneeds towait for all the resources
tobe freed to start, starting at time c). Thebottomtrace represents theDROM
scenario, in whichCoreNeuron starts at submission time, sharing nodes with
NEST. At time d) NEST ends, freeing half of the available resources, and
CoreNeuron expands its allocation to keep maximum nodes utilization. In
theDROMscenario, as both applications ask for two entire nodes, Slurmwill
apply the implemented automatic resource partition by reducing both new
and running jobs used resources. Equipartition is applied, giving 16 CPUs
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per application on a total of 32.
We present total run time and response time to discuss system benefits of
malleability for this use case, and application-related performance counters,
like IPC and cycles per µs, to demonstrate applications are not interfering




a) b) c) d)
Figure 4.14: Traces showing cycles per µs of use case 2. Serial scenario is presented on the top, DROM on the bo om.
Looking at the totalworkloadduration inFigure 4.14, in the case ofDROM,
better resource utilization leads to a total run time improvement of the 2.5%.
The same figure shows the cycles per µs using colors. Showing the same color
for both scenarios means there is no difference between Serial and DROM
scenarios, and constant color during run time shows no variation in this met-
ric when applying malleability to expand and shrink applications. The green
color at the beginning of theCoreNeuron simulator shows lower cycles in the
memory-intensive initialization phase. In the Serial scenario, during initial-
ization, all computational resources are underutilized, while in DROM case,
NEST keeps running, increasing utilization and reducing total workload run
time.
Figure 4.15 shows thenumber of instructions per cycle for both configura-
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NEST Serial
NEST DROM CoreNeuron DROM
CoreNeuron Serial
Figure 4.15: Histogram of instruc on per cycle for CoreNeuron and NEST runing in serial and with DROM.
Figure 4.16: Average response me for use case 2 workload. DROM scenario improves response me by 10% with
respect to the Serial scenario.
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tions of the use case 2. Figures are grouped by application to be easily compa-
rable. X-axes represent IPC in increasing order, Y-axes application’s threads,
blue dots show more frequent IPC and represent the histograms’ main in-
formation. They demonstrate that the Serial and DROM scenario are com-
parable in terms of IPC. Regarding NEST, we distinguish some noise in the
Serial scenario, and two-color variants for themost frequent IPC forDROM.
This is because threads corresponding to the lighter color are removed to ac-
commodate CoreNeuron at time (b) in Figure 4.14, distributing more com-
putation on the darker part of the graph. For CoreNeuron, IPC in the Serial
scenario is constant, but forDROM,wecandistinguish twoblue zones in cor-
respondence to the threads in which the application starts, reporting slightly
higher IPC. This is due to higher parallel efficiency when running on fewer
OpenMP threads per MPI rank, improving total run time.
Finally, Figure 4.16 presents average response time for this use case. Re-
sponse time improves by 10% compared to the Serial scenario due to gain in
run time and because the high-priority job can start earlier, improving at the
same time user experience when the job is interactive or giving earlier partial
results when a simulation can start earlier.
4.7 Conclusions and FutureWork
In this chapter, we presented DROM, an interface that enables malleability
by creating communicationbetween applications and job scheduler. Thepre-
sentedAPI permits to change computational resources allocated to a running
application efficiently, without any overhead.
We designed the interface to be easily integrated into any programming
model or directly into the application. We integrated with MPI, OpenMP,
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and OmpSs. Additionally, we presented an integration of the API with the
Slurm node manager to achieve automatic distribution and placement of co-
scheduled jobs inside nodes. We presented two use cases as a proof of con-
cept, andwe analyzed results from theworkloadpoint of view and application
point of view. The evaluation of two use cases shows up to 48% improvement
in average response time and up to 8% in total run time, by comparing to the
serial case.
With this study, we open future work in two directions. On one side, we
want to expand the potential of DROM, with new functionalities, like col-
lecting useful data from applications at run time. The collected information
can be consulted by an external to get info about applications performance
and send them to the job scheduler to improve scheduling decisions. On the
other side, we want to tight the communication between the different layers
of the HPC software stack, i.e., by developing DROM-aware scheduling and
resource management policies. The simplicity of DROM APIs gives more
freedomto the scheduler, that can implementmalleable scheduling techniques,
for instance, by choosing one ormultiple specific jobs to share computational
nodes, or at the resource management level, by choosing as ”victim” nodes
the ones with lower utilization. Combined with a job scheduler/resource
manager, DROM can be used in many different ways, including implement-
ing new scheduling policies based on malleability, e.g., policies based on co-
scheduling, or as an alternative to jobs preemption. Job scheduling policy is
the taken direction for this thesis, presented in the following chapter.
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“The supermind knows unquestionably what is “right”,
and problems result only when the conscious mind stub-
bornly refuses to recognize this superior knowledge.”
Robert A. Monroe
5
Slowdown driven scheduling and resource
management for malleable jobs
In the last years, malleability in job scheduling is becoming more critical be-
cause of the increasing complexity of hardware andworkloads. In this setting,
using nodes in an exclusive mode is not always the most efficient solution as
in traditional HPC jobs, where applications were highly tuned for static al-
locations but offering zero flexibility to dynamic executions. This chapter
proposes a new holistic, dynamic job scheduling policy, Slowdown Driven
(SD-Policy), which exploits applications’ malleability as the key technology
to reduce the average slowdown and response time of jobs. SD-Policy is based
on backfill and node sharing. It applies malleability to running jobs to make
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room for jobs that will run with a reduced set of resources only when the es-
timated slowdown improves over the static approach. We implemented SD-
Policy in Slurm and evaluated it in a real production environment, andwith a
simulator using workloads of up to 198K jobs. Results show better resource
utilization by reducingmakespan, response time, slowdown, and energy con-
sumption, up to respectively 7%, 50%, 70%, and 6%, for the evaluated work-
loads.
5.1 Introduction
In static HPC environments, it is a widely extended practice to allocate full
nodes for exclusive utilization. This solutionminimizes interference between
jobs, and applications can be tuned to exploit all the node resources. How-
ever, emerging execution environments, architectures, applications, andwork-
flows are more andmore increasing in complexity. To support the newwork-
loads, computing nodes increased their complexity, with the multicore and
manycore technology delivering high computing power, combined with dif-
ferent memory layers for better I/O management. It is difficult for every sin-
gle piece of the workload to exploit all the available resources, so dynamic re-
source management approaches need to be evaluated.
In a context where jobs can share nodes to take advantage of all the avail-
able resources, the execution of those workflows could improve machine’s
efficiency.
Resource sharing as a strategy to improve resource utilization has been
consideredbeforewith time-sharing approaches such asGang-scheduling [48]
or space-sharing, such as oversubscription for co-scheduling [86], both being
not a specific policy but a family of policies in the same way backfill includes
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many variants. Resource sharing often poorly perform because of the con-
tention created by multiple applications that, tuned to run in exclusive job
allocations, share the same resources, and by the overhead of context switch-
ing.
Our proposal overcome this problem by exploiting malleability [41] as a
way for efficiently managing resources inside computing nodes. Program-
ming models such as
OpenMP [84], OmpSs [35], andMPI [76] give basic support to changing the
number of threads or tasks and their binding to resources, but the rest of the
HPC layers lack communication between them, and this feature remains iso-
lated. We started to address this problem by developingDROM, anAPI [33]
that enables the scheduler to communicate with applications that can adapt
at run time to changes in the computing resources. We took advantage of
shared memory programming models to hide programming complexity and
to allowdynamic cores allocation efficiently. We also showed thatmalleability
outperforms static resource sharing solutions and reduces response time.
This chapter presents SD-Policy, a SlowdownDriven, dynamic job schedul-
ing policy, which exploits malleability offered by DROM as the key technol-
ogy to reduce the average slowdown and response time of jobs. SD-Policy,
based on backfill, applies malleability to running jobs to make room for jobs
that will run with a reduced set of resources, only when the estimated slow-
down improves over the static scheduling. SD-Policy supports mixed work-
loads with malleable, moldable, and static applications, ideal for transition to
a malleable environment. Our approach is holistic, as we put effort into con-
necting all theHPC software stack: applications, programmingmodels, node
resource management, and system-level scheduling need to work in coordi-
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nation to achieve the best performance. We implemented SD-Policy into the
Slurm [9] by extending its plug-ins and evaluated it with real-machine runs
using Slurm as Job methodology in Marenostrum4 (MN4) [16], using up
to 49 computing nodes, and with Slurm simulator [4], using standard work-
loads [39] [40], up to 198K jobs on 5040 nodes. With the two methodolo-
gies, we demonstrate the feasibility of the SD-Policy in a real production sys-
tem and that significant performance benefits can be obtained with dynamic
scheduling policies when executing long, meaningful workloads. The main
contributions of this chapter are:
• A dynamic job scheduling, Slowdown-Driven, policy for malleable jobs
based on backfill and co-scheduling.
• An efficient resource selection algorithm based on system metrics feed-
back, i.e., average slowdown.
• The integration of our proposal in the full software stack: Slurm work-
flow manager, standard programming models like OpenMP, OmpSs,
andMPI, with a negligible effort from developers.
This chapter is organized as following: Section 5.2 present the state of the
art of the subject of scheduling in the context of malleable jobs. Section 5.3
describes the developed job schedulingpolicy and its implementation in awell
know workload manager, and Section 5.4 presents both simulations and real
runs evaluations on the presented policy and its parameters, together with an
in-depth analysis of their effects on system performance. Finally, Section 5.5
resumes and concludes the chapter, with insight on future work.
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5.2 Relatedwork
Several studies have been done to reduce programming complexity when de-
veloping malleable applications. Utrera [104, 103] uses folding techniques
plus FCFS-malleable and backfill-malleable policies that use co-scheduling
and oversubscription to start MPI jobs when not enough resources are avail-
able. Kale [56] implementmalleable and evolving jobson the topofCharm++
anddefined a scheduling policy based on equipartition. Prabhakaran [89], us-
ing Charm++ malleability, implemented shrink/expand operations in a pro-
duction scheduler, togetherwith a scheduling strategy based on equipartition
and combining rigid, evolving, andmalleable jobs. Chadha [22] uses anMPI
extension and SLURM to build a malleable job scheduling policy guided by
a ratio between the number of processes and the compute time. Martin [73]
introduces FLEX-MPI library for dynamic reconfiguration of MPI applica-
tions based on checkpoint and restart, while Comprés at al. [26] implement
MPImalleability with online data redistribution, plus shrink and expand op-
erations in Slurm. In general, data redistribution in malleable MPI implies
overhead of data movement and effort for developers, not in line with our re-
search, being effortless and efficient. Cera [21] implementsmalleability based
on dynamic CPUSETs using MPI and a production resource manager. This
approach is similar to howweusemalleability, but in our case, we donot over-
subscribeMPI processes because we demonstrated it could degrade the appli-
cation’s performance [5] andwe integratewith sharedmemory programming
models for better performance. While supportingMPI for multi-node appli-
cations, our approach uses DROM interface [33], which allows malleability
in computational nodes by changing the number of threads ofOpenMP [84]
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or OmpSs [35] applications. This approach enables effortless, dynamic, and
zero overheadmoldability andmalleability in the number of cores and allows
the scheduler to make decisions in real-time with almost instantaneous adap-
tation from applications.
Manymalleability approaches were studied in the context of the grid, tak-
ing advantage of the application’s feedback, like [95] [105] [12]. Those ap-
proachesuse the application’s performancemodels and run timeperformance
measurements. Our algorithmdiffers because it uses feedback from the sched-
uler itself, scheduling at a higher level of abstraction, based on systemmetrics,
e.g., average system slowdown rather than application feedback.
5.3 Slowdown driven algorithm
This section presents Slowdown Driven policy and its implementation [31]
in SlurmWorkloadManager.
SD-Policy is a variant of backfill, co-scheduling malleable jobs in non ex-
clusively allocated nodes, where they can efficiently partition the available re-
sources usingmalleability. It is based on the simple idea that if an arriving job
is malleable and no enough resources are available to run it by static backfill
algorithm, SD-Policy selects some of the already running jobs, called mates,
shrinks them to run the new job, only if predicted system slowdown is im-
proved. Mates, selected by minimizing their slowdown increase, will be ex-
panded back when the new scheduled job terminates.
We divide the SD-Policy in three parts: scheduling level, resource selection
level, and node level. We will start describing the scheduling policy in the con-
troller from a system-level point of view. Wewill then present the resource se-
lection andplacement algorithmbasedon the impact on jobmates and system
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Lis ng 5.1: SD-Policy scheduling algorithm
1s c h e d u l e ( new_job )
2j = new_job
3i f ( ! ( node s = s e l e c t _ n o d e s ( j , f r e e _ n o d e s , n u l l ) )
4i f ( ! m a l l e a b l e ( j ) )
5r e t u rn
6e l s e r un_ j ob ( j , node s )
7s t a t i c _ e n d = g e t _w a i t _ t i m e ( j ) + j . r e q _ t im e
8ma l l _ end = j . r e q _ t im e + r u n t i m e _ i n c r e a s e ( j )
9i f ( s t a t i c _ e n d > ma l l _ end )
10s _ma t e s = s e l e c t _ n o d e s ( j , f r e e _ n o d e s , node s )
11i f ( s _ma t e s )
12u p d a t e _ s t a t s ( j , s _ma t e s )
13s _nod e s = g e t _ n o d e l i s t ( s _ma t e s )
14run_ j ob ( j , s _ nod e s )
metrics feedback. Finally, we will explain howmalleable applications interact
with DROM and the node manager and the implemented logic for shrink-
ing and expanding operations, cores selection, and distribution. At the end
of the chapter, we present the used runtime models for the scheduling algo-
rithm and the simulator.
5.3.1 Scheduling algorithm
The scheduling algorithm is a variant of backfill that considers malleability.
It first tries static placement of each job, and if not enough free resources are
available, it attempts the flexible scheduling approach for the same job. Mal-
leable backfill runs for each job right after the static trial and not after the
static backfill completed for all jobs. This strategy favors the scheduling of
jobs in order of priority. The scheduling algorithm is detailed in Listing 5.1.
The scheduler uses an end time prediction, static_end and
mall_end, to estimate if applying malleability would improve the new job
slowdown. In the affirmative case, it calls the malleable resource selection al-
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gorithm. End times are calculated using an estimation of the wait time in
the static case by creating a map of job reservations based on arrival order to
find out when the new job will start. In the malleable case, the job will begin
immediately, while the increase in runtime is proportional to the decrease in
resources, using models explained later in detail.
The scheduler collects the list of selected mates by calling select_nodes, us-
ing the algorithm described in Section 5.3.2, and for each mate and the new
job, it updates the requested time and the predicted end time. Then it com-
municates with the node managers, starting the procedure described in Sec-
tion 5.3.3.
We implemented Listing 5.1 in the Slurm backfill scheduler by editing
sched/backfill plug-in.
5.3.2 The resource selection algorithm
The resource selection problem, when co-scheduling multiple jobs with mal-
leability, is reduced to selecting best jobmates that will shrink their allocation
to make room for the new jobs. Selecting mates is an NP-complete prob-
lem. The objective function tries to find the best set of mates with minimum
penalty p, i.e., the jobs that receive minimum performance impact whenmal-
leability is applied. We describe it with Equations 5.1-5.3. Given:
• xi ∈ {0, 1}: mate i is selected
• n number of mates
• pi penalty estimated for mate
• Pmaximum penalty for a single mate
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• wi weight of the mate i
• Wweight of the scheduled job




xi ∗ pi (5.1)
With the constraints 5.2 and 5.3:
pi < P,∀i ∈ IR (5.2)
n∑
i=1
xi ∗ wi = W (5.3)
Following on, we define the Performance Impact PI, penalties p and P,
weights w andW, and the heuristic used to solve this problem.
Performance Impact
PI is defined as the sum of slowdown increase for each mate when malleabil-
ity is applied. As Feitelson [43] reports, there is no best metric when we
talk about job scheduling evaluation, but it seems slowdown metric helps
faster convergence in the preemptive scheduling, similar to our policy. Slow-
down, normalizing response time by the runtime, does not give precedence




We calculate the penalty p assigned to each mate based on estimation of the
slowdown increase as:
pi = (wait_time+ increase+ req_time)/req_time (5.4)
Equation5.4 considerswait time, increase in total run timebasedonEqua-
tion 5.6, increase, and the user requested time for the job. Equation 5.4 is an
estimation, as the job duration is usually not equal to the requested time.
The penalty will give precedence to jobs that waited less in the queue and
jobs requiring a larger amount of time, so the impact in slowdown will be
minimal. We define P as MAX_SLOWDOWN, a cut-off for p. A cut-off
is needed for two main reasons: reducing the eligible mates to reduce the
computation and avoiding penalizing jobs with a high slowdown. We im-
plemented this parameter in two ways:
1. A static value chosen by system administrators. The value can be cho-
sen empirically or by analyzing the history of a system. In this case, the
slowdown must be calculated using user time estimation, not the real
runtime, because this metric is the only one the system can use to pre-
dict the slowdown of running and waiting jobs.
2. A dynamic value: the scheduler automatically sets the cut-off based on
the average system slowdown considering running jobs, and it is up-
dated every time the controller is not busy in scheduling jobs. The basic
idea is to spread the slowdown in a similar way among running jobs, so
jobs exceeding the average slowdown are not considered for malleabil-
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ity. Like median and 70 percentile, other metrics were analyzed, but
they did not report improvement overall.
Weights
Following constraint 5.3, we define weightw as the number of allocated com-
puting nodes for the mate, and W as the number of computing nodes re-
quested by the scheduled job. Constraint 5.3 helps to keep balance in the
system in terms of the number of cores per node jobs use in the allocated
nodes, assuming jobs are statically load-balanced, which is the typical case in
the HPC environment.
Heuristic
The proposed heuristic tries all the different combinations ofmates, by iterat-
ing recursively on the list ofmates for the power ofm times, wherem is a con-
figurable parameter representing themaximumnumber ofmates. We did not
see improvements in system metrics increasingm over two from our evalua-
tionwith standardworkloads, so we kept it as an optimal value. Form=2 the
complexity is quadratic, which is acceptable for our purpose. Some optimiza-
tions could further reduce this complexity. For each combination that satis-
fies constraints 5.2-5.3, we calculate the Performance Impact and update the
best solution if improving it. Mates list is sorted based on the mates’ penalty
p. If the list is too big, it can be reduced by considering only the first nm
mates, with lower p. The algorithm supports contiguous allocations, node
filtering by name, architecture, memory, and network constraints. Options
such as including free nodes, and having more than two mates per node are
supported.
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Lis ng 5.2: SD-Policy node selec on heuris c
1s e l e c t _ n o d e s ( new_job , nodes , f r e e _ n o d e s )
2i f ( f r e e _ n o d e s . count > new_job . r e q u e s t e d _ n o d e s )
3r e t u rn s _ nod e s = p i c k _nod e s ( new_job , f r e e _ n o d e s )
4i f ( node s && m a l l e a b l e ( newjob ) )
5ma t e s = g e t _ l i s t _ o f _ m a t e s ( )
6ma t e s = f i l t e r _ a n d _ s o r t ( mate s ,MAX_SLOWDOWN)
7s _ma t e s = p i c k _ma t e s ( newjob , mate s , node s )
8r e t u rn s _ma t e s
We set the following constraint: new jobs must finish inside mates’ alloca-
tion to avoid, in the case of multiple mates, that one of them finishes earlier.
We avoid this case because the new jobwould expand to occupy the full nodes
of just a part of its allocated space, creating unbalance in the case the applica-
tion cannot balance its load dynamically. The constraint also avoids creating
an additional delay for jobs scheduled to run afterward. Listing 5.2 synthe-
sizes the presented algorithm.
We implemented the malleable resource selection algorithm in Slurm se-
lect/linear plug-in. This plug-in is in charge of selecting entire nodes for jobs
to be scheduled, respecting all job’s constraints, and optimizing the nodes’
placement using different criteria. We opted for the linear plug-in because
malleable jobs can expand and shrink in the node, so there is no need to se-
lect individual cores at this point of the scheduling flow. In this way the node
manager has more freedom in binding specific cores to jobs, having a better
view of the node usage since it can directly communicate and gather informa-
tion from applications.
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5.3.3 Node management algorithm
Node management is the bottom layer of resource management, and it di-
rectly interacts with jobs. In the SD-Policy, nodemanagers can select the right
amount of computing cores to give to each job, assign them at launch time,
and control their number at runtime.
Toachievedescribedmalleability,we integratedDROMAPI into thenode
manager to automate the placement of jobs’ tasks inside computing nodes
whenever one or more malleable jobs are co-scheduled in overlapping job al-
locations. Node managers calculate tasks to cores distribution among jobs
and automatically, keeping jobs balanced and isolated. Exceptional cases with
nodes running different configurations or jobs asking a different distribution
are supported, e.g., using a manual organization to optimize resource usage
for master-slave application architectures or memory-intensive jobs that do
not need a high number of computing cores but insteadmorememory band-
width. In the second case, particularly common in the described HPCwork-
loads, a distribution with few computing cores per socket will leave more re-
sources tomates jobs while fully taking advantage of thememory bandwidth.
We defined the SharingFactor, a limit on computational resources that
can be taken from a running job in a computational node when shrunk, to
implement fairness for mates, and to study performance when changing the
number of assigned resources. We evaluated static values for this parameter
in Marenostum IV (MN4) [16] and different cores distributions algorithms
for the automatic distribution case. Results show that the best overall per-
formance is obtained when the applications run isolated in separate sockets.
For MN4, the number of sockets is two, so the sharing factor is set to 0.5.
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Lis ng 5.3: SD-Policy node management algorithm
1whi l e ( 1 )
2i f ( new_job = g e t _ n e x t _ j o b ( ) )
3i f ( m a l l e a b l e ( newjob ) )
4r u n n i n g j o b s . add ( new_job )
5d i s t r i b u t e _ c p u ( r u n n i n g j o b s )
6f o r j o b in r u n n i n g _ j o b s
7s h r i n k _ j o b ( j o b )
8DROM_run( newjob )
9run ( newjob )
10i f ( end_ j ob = g e t _ f i n i s h e d _ j o b ( ) )
11i f ( m a l l e a b l e ( end_ j ob ) )
12i f ( end_ j ob == mate )
13d i s t r i b u t e _ c p u ( r u n n i n g j o b s )
14e l s e
15owner = g e t _owne r ( end_ job , r u n n i n g j o b s )
16e xp and_ j ob ( owner )
17DROM_clean ( end_ j ob )
In a dynamic approach, online performance analysis of running jobs would
feed a tuning algorithm for selecting optimal values of SharingFactor, further
increasing nodes efficiency.
The number of cores assigned to the malleable scheduled job depends on
the SharingFactor and the minimum amount of cores to which the running
jobs can shrink. This last value is equal to the static number of MPI ranks
the application is running, to which we assign a minimum of one computing
resource per rank.
The implementation in Slurm, described from the DROM point of view
in Chapter 4 was extended, and it is presented in Listing 5.3:
1. At job start or end, the node manager (slurmd) interacts with DROM
to get information about running tasks. In the case of a starting job, our
algorithm recalculates affinities for all the node tasks. Cores distribution
intelligentlymaintains running and newprocesses balanced in the num-
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ber of cores per task, assuming, without any other information, that the
imbalance degrades performance. Cores distribution keeps jobs in sep-
arate sockets to improve data locality and reduce interference between
jobs. At the job’s end, the algorithm returns the cores of the ended job
to the owner. If any of the already running owners terminates its exe-
cution before the new job, its cores will be distributed to the remaining
running tasks to increase node utilization.
2. Once calculated cores distribution, the jobmanager (slurmstepd) checks
if the dependencies created by redistribution of cores are satisfied. In
other words, it checks if the jobs where the new job will take cores from
are already running or about to start to assure thatDROMassigns cores
correctly. Afterward, the job manager launches tasks using the DROM
API.
3. At the job’s launch time, DROM launches and sets the affinity for each
new task and attaches them to the DROM space. At the end time, it
cleans information of tasks from the DROM space. DROM also sets
the new affinities for running tasks, so when the tasks reach the next
malleability point, they can adapt to the change. At the end time, the
API can be set to return cores to the original owners.
5.3.4 Runtime model for malleable jobs
SD-Policy is based on time estimations, so we implemented a model shap-
ing how applications’ duration is affected when malleability is applied. We
already showed that the performance impact of DROM applications when
changing the number of resources is negligible, so we assume the duration of
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jobs is proportional to the number of assigned computing resources and the
ability of jobs to adapt to load unbalance.
To estimate the increase in the runtime of a shrunk job, we partitioned the
job duration while sharing nodes inT time slots t, each time slot is a different
job’s resource configuration. We proportioned the runtime to the number
of used resource for each t by putting in relation the static duration with the
number of resources. We developed twomodels: the ideal and theworst case.
In the ideal model, applications do not suffer from the imbalance in the
number of resources used by each process. With this model, if one job’s task
uses one computing node and the other task just half, the performance will
be linear with the number of resources. In this case, we compute the increase




(req_cpus/used_cpust ∗ timet) (5.5)
This model represent applications that can dynamically adapt their load to
the resources at run time. tot_cpus is the original number of cores used in the
log, used_cpus the assigned number at each time slot.
In the worst case model the same scenario would bring to lower utilization
since performance is limited by the less used node n over all nodesN.We com-








The second model represents statically balanced applications. In this case,
unbalanced changes in the used resources among nodes generate imbalance.
The characterization of applicationswould lead to amore detailedmodel that
would improve simulated experiments precision, but in its absence, we can
give an upper and a lower bound by considering the two models.
We used the described models for time estimations in the SD-Policy and
calculating jobs’ runtime in the Slurm Simulator. In the SD-Policy case, we
use the worst case model, to be able to grant correct jobs execution and com-
pletion. In the simulator, we try both models and compare results in Sec-




The evaluation is divided into two parts, depending on the used methodol-
ogy: workloads real-run andworkloads simulations. Weuse the first approach
to give proof of the effective implementation of the policy running in a pro-
duction system, and its integrationwithwell-known schedulers andprogram-
ming models, as well as a performance evaluation with benchmarks, neural
network spiking simulators coming from Human Brain Project [51], and a
computational multi-physics solver. We evaluate this workload on MN4, on
up of 49 computing nodes with two sockets equipped with Intel Xeon Plat-
inum 8160 processors, 48 cores, 96GB of main memory per node, for a total
of 2352 cores. Each workload runs for about two days.
Based on whole systems simulations, the second methodology scales the
evaluation to workloads up to 80640 cores for eight months, allowing the
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analysis of the SD-Policy performance running on entire HPC systems.
Table 5.1 presents information about workloads used for the evaluation.
All workloads and models come from Feitelson database web page [39]. We
generated workloads 1, 2, and 5 with the model developed by Cirne [25],
based on the characterization of four different logs. We configured it to use
the ANL arrival pattern, and we scaled the model to the considered system
size. Since we were interested in our algorithm’s performance when the time-
based predictions are precise, we generated Workload 2, equal in distribu-
tion to workload 1 but with the job requested time same to the real duration.
Workload 3 is part of the RICC installation trace from 2010, a realistic work-
load characterized by a high number of small jobs requesting few nodes, rang-
ing from short to long runtime, up to four days. Workload 4 is the cleaned
version of the CEA-Curie log from 2011, only considering the primary par-
tition.
Workload 5was created from the Cirne model, then converted to real ap-
plications submissions. Wemodeled applicationsbehavior and scalability pre-
sented inTable 5.2, thenwe calculated parameters to adapt the applications to
each entry of theworkload, regarding the number of requested nodes and du-
ration of the job. We chose a set of applicationswith different behaviors in the
utilization of CPUs and main memory. In the lack of statistics about HPC
workloads characterization in the literature, we organized the workload in
threemain types of applications, equally distributed: compute-bounded jobs
with lowmemory utilization (PILS),memory-bounded jobswith lowerCPU
utilization (STREAM), large simulations, memory and compute-intensive
(CoreNeuron, NEST, Alya).
The following section presents different evaluations:
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1 Cirne 5000 1024/49152 128/6144 122152 3339,5 899888
2 Cirne_ideal 5000 1024/49152 128/6144 126486 3501 896024
3 RICC-sept 10000 1024/8192 72/576 43537 1341 407043
4 CEA-Curie 198509 5040/80640 4988/79808 29858,5 3666,5 21615111
5 Cirne_real_run 2000 49/2352 16/768 56482 4783,1 159313
Table 5.1: Descrip on of workloads
Application %workload ReqNodes ReqTime CPU utilization Memory utilization
PILS [45] 30.5% small to high small/med high low
STREAM [75] 30.8% small to high small/med low high
CoreNeuron [59] 35,5% small to high small to high high med
NEST [60] 2.6% small to high small to high high med
Alya [106] 0.6% small high high med
Table 5.2: Workload characteriza on for real runs evalua on
• Evaluation of MAX_SLOWDOWN
• Analysis of simulated workload 4
• Evaluation of runtime models
• Analysis of Workload 5 in a real environment
Weused the followingmetrics for the evaluation, presented as single values
calculated over the whole workload or per-job-category, dividing the work-
load in categories based on the size and the length of the jobs.
• Makespan
• Average response time
• Average slowdown
• Energy consumption
• Number of jobs scheduled with malleability
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5.4.1 Evaluation ofMAX_SLOWDOWN
Different values ofMAX_SLOWDOWNcan have a high impact on the per-
formanceof SD-Policy. Lowvalueswill limit thenumber of timesmalleability
can be applied, and high values could degrade jobs and system performance.
We simulatedworkloads 1, 2, 3, and 4 using SharingFactor of 0.5 and the ideal
runtime model. We tried different values for MAX_SLOWDOWN repre-
sented by the following labels: MAXSD 5, MAXSD 10,
MAXSD 50, MAXSD infinite, and the dynamic cut-off based on feedback
from running jobs slowdown, DynAVGSD.
Figure 5.1: Makespan for workload 1 to 4 changing the
MAX_SLOWDOWN parameter, normalized to sta c
backfill simula on.
Figure 5.2: Average response me for workload 1 to 4
changing the MAX_SLOWDOWN parameter, normalized
to sta c backfill simula on.
Figure 5.3: Average slowdown for workload 1 to 4
changing the MAX_SLOWDOWN parameter, normalized
to sta c backfill simula on.
Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show the makespan, average response time and
average slowdown for the workloads, normalized to static backfill. In the first
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three workloads, increasing the slowdown limit improves the system’s slow-
down, showing that not filteringmates still improves the system performance
overall. We observe a reduction in slowdown up to 49.5%, 31%, 25.7%, and
70.4%, respectively, for Workloads 1, 2, 3, and 4.
On one side, even with a high limit for MAX_SLOWDOWN, our algo-
rithm tries to avoid applying malleability when it would not bring improve-
ments, avoidingperformance loss alsowhen increasing the parameter to an in-
finite value. On the other side, a system administrator could still consider us-
ing a relatively low limit to avoid some jobs being penalized too much, or im-
plement different queueswith differentQoSpolicies using differentMAXSD
configurations.
In Workload 2, the slowdown does not monotonically decrease with the
increase of the limit, showing an increase at value 50 but still outperforming
static backfill. SD-Policy DynAVGSD brings further improvements in the
same workload, where the SD-Policy works with real job durations and not
the user requested time. The explanation of the observed behaviors resides in
the fact that variance in the real average slowdown is much higher than in the
predicted average slowdown when using user-requested time, so a dynamic
value of MAX_SLOWDOWN benefits this evaluation. Also, using real pre-
dictedmetrics allows the SD-Policy to bemore precise. This observation sug-
gests that using a predictive method for job’s runtime, i.e., based on machine
learning, rather than asking the user, will improve our policy’s performance.
Comparingworkload 1 and 2, the static backfill for the first workload outper-
forms the static backfill for the second by 8.6%, showing the interesting result
that precision of job’s duration does not always produce better average sys-
tem slowdown. On the other side, having an exact job duration allows jobs
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not to be delayed in their start time, making backfill correct. Backfill behav-
ior, also base algorithm of SD-Policy, influences our approachwithWorkload
1 performing 29.6% better thanWorkload 2.
In Workload 4, the best value is obtained in the MAXSD 10 case, while
higher values and the dynamic version do not improve results. For this sig-
nificant workload, we have the maximum observed reduction of the response
time and the slowdown up to respectively 50% and 70%, showing the high
benefits a system can have over a static backfill approach.
5.4.2 Analysis of a big workload
We simulated workload 4, significant in length and number of nodes, and
analyzed details by partitioning the jobs into categories depending on the re-
quested resources and runtime. We compared the static backfill version with
theMAXSD 10 version. The SD-Policy improved slowdown by 70.4% while
keeping makespan constant. We compared average slowdown, average run-
time and average wait time for static backfill and the SD-Policy, presenting
the ratios between the two versions in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. Themalleable
version highly improves the slowdown of jobs consuming up to 4 hours and
asking up to 512 nodes, up to 569%. Relatively small and short jobs have a
very high slowdown, compared to larger and longer jobs. Those are the pri-
mary jobs that benefit from the SD-Policy.
The rest of the slowdown heatmap, in Figure 5.4 keeps having better val-
ues even for bigger and larger jobs, except for three categories. Two categories
contain few jobs to make some conclusions, but the 121 jobs asking 512 to
1024 nodes with duration in 12 hours to 1-day range show an increase of 15%
in the average slowdown. Even if it seems this job category is penalized, the av-
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erage slowdown for those jobswas lower thanother neighbors in the heatmap,
so the result shows that the SD-Policy generates amore fair distribution of the
slowdown compared to static backfill. The rest of the jobs, even if affected
in their runtime (Figure 5.5), because of the malleability, improve their wait
time (Figure 5.6), showing fairness is not an issue for some particular category
of jobs.
Figure 5.7 shows the trend of the average slowdown per day, comparing
the static backfill and the SD-Policy per day, together with the number of
jobs scheduled with malleability. It is visible that the peaks in slowdown are
highly reduced all over the simulated time, and, apart from an initial spike
of jobs that are selected as mates, the average slowdown for our policy never
increases over the static. The reduction of peaks in the slowdown is usually
associated with a high number of jobs scheduled with malleability. The total
number of malleable scheduled jobs is 20476, the number of mates is 17102,
corresponding to 10.3% and 8.6% of the workload.
5.4.3 Evaluation of runtime models
Whenone of themates completes before the user requested time, it could lead
the other job running in the same node to take the freed cores, but only for
part of its job allocation, creating unbalance in its load. We run simulations
with the two runtime models presented in Section 5.3.4 for workloads 1 to
4, using SD-Policy DynAVGSD, to estimate lower and upper bounds for this
overhead.
Figure 5.8 shows the impact in makespan, average response time, and av-
erage slowdown for the twomodels. Theworst-casemodel increases response
time, up to 11% for workload 1 with respect to the ideal model, negligible for
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Figure 5.4: Heatmap showing the ra o between slowdown of sta c backfill and SD-Policy MAXSD 10 using workload 4,
for different job categories.
Figure 5.5: Heatmap showing the ra o between run me of sta c backfill and SD-Policy MAXSD 10 using workload 4,
for different job categories.
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Figure 5.6: Heatmap showing the ra o between wait me of sta c backfill and SD-Policy MAXSD 10 using workload 4,
for different job categories.
Figure 5.7: Columns represent the number of jobs
scheduled with malleability per day, their y axis is on the
le . The two lines represent slowdown per day of sta c
backfill and SD-Policy MAXSD 10.
Figure 5.8: Makespan, average response me and
slowdown for workloads 1-4, running SD-Policy with
feedback, using ideal and worst case model. x axis
represent the workloads, metrics are normalized to sta c
backfill simula ons.
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workload 3 and 4, less than 1.5%. Average slowdown, similarly to average re-
sponse time, increase by 16% inWorkload 1, only 3.5% and 1% inWorkloads
3 and 4, while still outperforming static backfill. Makespan increases by 9% in
Workload 3, while less than 1% in the other cases. Workload 2 is not affected
by using the worst-case model, as the jobs requested times are exact, and it
allows the SD-Policy to avoid creating unbalances.
Using a predictive model that lowers the gap between requested time and
real runtimewould reduce the evaluated overhead to 0, as the timepredictions
would be more precise.
5.4.4 Analysis of a real run
Having a proposed policy implemented with evaluations in a real system is a
complex task. Many publications skip this part, only basing the evaluation on
simulation results. This is particularly true in the case of malleability, where
all the layers of the HPC software stack need to be aware of the directly con-
nected layers.
On the one hand, simulations are essentials, as they allow evaluating a
scheduling algorithm in a large system with extensive workloads, but they do
not have the same precision and complexity as a real system. It is not easy, for
instance, to evaluate the energy consumption of the SD-Policy and compare it
with a real system, as well as modeling a real runtimemodel for different mal-
leable jobs. We put the effort in developing a working Slurm version, and we
made its code available [31], and we used it to evaluate Workload 5, based on
the Cirne model using ANL arrival pattern, with 2000 jobs. Jobs ask a max-
imum of 16 nodes, 768 cores per job, on a system of 49 nodes, 2352 cores.
We converted Cirne’s log to a real-job submission list for Slurm by using a
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set of malleable applications. We selected parameters to respect runtime and
requested resources, and we generated, using a script, a list of submissions,
respecting arrival time. Table 5.2 shows the list of used applications, the type,
and the percentage of jobs running them.
We run the workload in the MN4 supercomputer by spawning a Slurm
instance inside a job of the Slurm installation inMN4 to have exclusive access
to a subset of 50 nodes of the machine to run the workload. The number of
nodes and the makespan of this evaluation are constrained by system queue
limits, 50 nodes for 48 hours, so we adapted the Cirne model. The controller
uses the first node, while the other nodes are the computing nodes.
Figure 5.9: Improvement in percentage of the SD-Policy
over the sta c backfill for makespan, average response
me, average slowdown and energy consump on.
Results in Figure 5.9 show that makespan decreases by 7%, average re-
sponse time, and average slowdown by about 16%, compared to the static
backfill run. Results show less gain over the simulations because the consid-
ered number of nodes is lower in this evaluation. Shorter makespan is ob-
tained by better utilization of nodes’ resources, as 449 jobs out of 539 sched-
uled with malleability have a better runtime than the static execution if we
proportionate it to the number of used resources. This behavior is due to two
main reasons, already found in Chapter 4. The first reason is the better use of
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resources by memory bounded jobs, or jobs with memory bounded phases,
i.e., during application’s initialization and finalization: in this situation, run-
ning computing-bounded jobs takes advantage of cores underutilized. The
second reason is related to scalability problems of applications that cannot
perfectly scale to the high number of cores in the nodes: in this case, using
malleability to partition available cores improves performance. As a conse-
quence of better resource utilization, we save 6% of energy over the static ap-
proach, which is an important result considering the increasing energy con-
sumption of HPC systems.
5.5 Conclusions and future work
This chapter presented a novel scheduling policy based on malleability and
slowdown minimization, the SD-Policy. We described the algorithm and its
implementation into Slurm and integrating it into the whole HPC software
stack. We presented different parametric evaluations, together with twomore
complete cases of study, a big simulation, and a real run into a supercomputer.
We showed that SD-Policy reduces the response time and the slowdownup to
50% and 70% for the CEACurie log, while we saw an improvement of nodes
utilization that brought 7%makespan and 6% energy reduction for a real run.
Future work will focus on three main points:
1. Integration of online performance metrics collection: by having infor-
mation about applications, we will perform a better placement of mal-
leable jobs and dynamic adapting SharingFactor.
2. Improved scheduler: feedback mechanism, heuristic, and runtime esti-
mation, based on machine learning approaches.
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3. Malleability at MPI level, unlocking new possibilities for the scheduler
that can shrink or expand jobs allocations in the number of nodes.
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Energy driven priority scheduling in
heterogeneous multi-cluster environments
With the aim of optimizing performance and energy consumption in envi-
ronments made up of multiple heterogeneous clusters, this chapter proposes
anEnergy-Aware-Multi-Cluster (EAMC) job schedulingpolicy. EAMC-policy
is able, by predicting performance and energy consumption of arriving jobs
for different hardware architectures and processor frequencies, to optimize
the scheduling and placement of jobs, reducing workload’s energy consump-
tion, makespan, and response time. The policy assigns a different priority
to each job-resource combination so that the most efficient ones are favored,
while less efficient are still considered on a variable degree, reducing response
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time and increasing cluster utilization.
We implemented EAMC-policy in Slurm, and we evaluated a scenario in
which two CPU clusters collaborate in the same machine. Simulations of
workloads running applications modeled from real-world show a reduction
of response time andmakespan by up to 25% and 6%, while saving up to 20%
of total energy consumed when compared to policies minimizing runtime,
and by 49%, 26%, and 6% compared to policies minimizing energy.
6.1 Introduction
Over the last years we have witnessed an explosion of hardware heterogene-
ity. Those architectures collaborate in computing nodes, which in turn are
grouped in clusters. In some cases, different clusters cooperate in the same
machine,we call those environmentsheterogeneousmulti-cluster environments.
A practical example is an old machine still active, like in the case of Marenos-
trum III[15] andMinotauro[17], or heterogeneous clusters like Power9, run-
ning aside Marenostrum IV[16].
While these machines have their own resource manager, the author hy-
pothesis is that interconnecting the clusters under one resource manager can
highly improve overall utilization.
Another example is theprototypemachinedeveloped inDEEP-ESTproject [34],
proposing a number of heterogeneous clusters collaborating under the same
machine, andmanagedby aunique resourcemanager. Each cluster has general-
purpose CPUs and accelerators, presenting different performances and en-
ergy behaviors.
From a broader perspective, with the advance of memories and intercon-
nections, multiple machines will likely be connected and exchanging work-
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loads, resulting in machines with huge potential but also high hardware di-
versity and more complex management of resources.
On the other side, HPC machines are extremely power demanding, such
that the US. Department of Energy set a goal of 20MWpower consumption
for an exascalemachine. In recent years research and industry put a high effort
investigating how to stay under this constraint. At the same time, there is a
significant shift from classical performance-oriented to an efficiency-oriented
research mentality, with increasing awareness of green computing.
We identified that most of the research [69] is mainly focusing on power
scheduling and controlling, with few considerations on the fact that mini-
mizing power does not meanminimizing the energy. While power-awareness
is essential, the authors’ opinion is that power-saving solutions are related to
a constraint in HPC machines’ design. On the other side, an energy-aware
scheduler needs to optimize energy-performance trade-off continually. For
this reason, power-awareness and energy-awareness techniques are not exclu-
sive, and they can be efficiently combined.
Furthermore, as suggested by recent research [30], this whole variety of
solutions miss automatic ways of configuring the systems and user’s activity.
In particular, the job scheduling and resource management layer manages all
the resources and gives an interface to users to be able to use them. At the
current state of the art, we identified that it is the user’s responsibility to spec-
ify the type of resource needed, the number of resources, and the best energy
settings for the submitted job. This complexity is not acceptable in heteroge-
neous multi-cluster environments, where a number of computing nodes can
be chosen, each one with different characteristics, resulting in confusion and
unnecessary knowledge needed for users.
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Filling those gaps, we propose the Energy-Aware Multi-Cluster schedul-
ing policy, EAMC-policy. Enabling per-job energy-performance character-
ization and comparison on heterogeneous environments at job scheduling
level, EAMC automatizes jobs’ placement and selection of optimal clock fre-
quencies, respecting a trade-off between performance, energy consumption,
and response time. For this purpose, we extended an energy model from the
related work[11] to characterize applications’ runtime and energy on differ-
ent hardware resources. Based on the extended model, we implemented a
multi-objective energy and performance classification. We used it to assign
a different priority to each job-resource combination, favoring the optimal
ones but keeping the non-optimal to balance the load and reduce response
time. By automatizing the process of selecting frequency and optimal hard-
ware, EAMC-policy reduces user’s overhead and required expertise, error-
prone information, and eventual malicious behavior.
We integrated it into Slurm[9] and the Slurm Simulator[4]. Integrating
the predictionmodel in a job scheduling simulator, wemade the SlurmSimu-
lator workload and energy-aware, capable of calculating energy consumption
based on the type of application, and not only the hardware like most of the
job scheduling simulators. Wemodeled various applications and benchmarks
behavior in terms of energy and performance for multiple architectures, and
we distributed them in a workload generated with Cirne’s model[25].
We studied the case of a heterogeneous two-cluster environment, each one
equipped with processors with different characteristics, i.e., number of cores,
frequencies, and cache size. We evaluated performance by changing the dis-
tribution of jobs that favor the first and the second cluster. By running job
scheduling simulations, we observed improvements in energy consumption
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by up to 20% while reducing response time by 25% and makespan by 6%.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.2 resumes the state of the
art of the energy-aware job scheduling topic, Section 6.3 describes the prelim-
inary work on jobmodeling, energy tools, and interfaces. Section 6.4 explains
the EAMC-policy in detail, while Section 6.5 evaluates it and compare vari-
ants of the policy and its parameters with the standard version of the DRMS.
Finally, Section 6.6 resume and conclude the chapter, with insights on the
future work.
6.2 RelatedWork
Several surveys exist and resume the work done in the energy field for HPC.
Czarnul et al. [30] give an overview of leading energy-aware HPC technolo-
gies, diversifying computing environments, device types,metrics, benchmarks,
energy-saving methodology, and energy simulators.
Regarding energy-aware job scheduling, Maiterth [69] resumes some of
the leading HPC centers’ energy strategies and their future directions. Most
centers work on powercap solutions, few are working on overprovisioning,
and two investigate energy-aware solutions. We found this is a general ten-
dency in the research, with powercap adopted as the primary strategy. In our
vision, optimizing energy consumption is a crucial factor, while power limits
are a constraint due to machines’ powering.
We identified the scarcity of research on energy-aware job scheduling so-
lutions for heterogeneous multi-cluster environments. The authors consider
this is an important field to investigate, given the potential and complexity of
those environments.
Netti et al. [81] explore the effect of different ways of prioritizing critical
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resources, the scarcest and most demanded. While this work brings improve-
ment for heterogeneous clusters, it is not energy andworkload aware. Extend-
ing this work to include energy-aware prioritization could lead to interesting
results.
Some policies are based on amodel that is aware of manufacturing and as-
sembling variability. Chasapis et al. [24] propose different scheduling policies
considering processor manufacturing variability under a power constraint.
Moore et al. [77] propose a temperature awareworkload placement by detect-
ing cooling inefficiencies that may come from places relatively distant from
the temperature sensor, and it tries to minimize heat re-circulations. EAMC
used energy model platform is able to use a per-node energy model, so that
manufacturing variability can be modeled.
Sarood et al. [92] combine malleability and DVFS to create a scheduling
policy that adapts the workload to a strict power budget in over-provisioned
systems. Similarly, in Chapter 5, we used malleability and node sharing tech-
niques to reduce response time, makespan, and energy consumption.
Barry et al. [61] explore overprovisioning by powering down nodes in a
controlled way using online simulation and controlling system slowdown to
keep it to acceptable values. This method works well on non highly loaded
systems, but it is difficult to exploit in the opposite case.
Borghesi et al. [13] implement hybrid scheduling techniques for systems
under a power cap. They perform apower estimation byusingmachine learn-
ing techniques on historical data instead of a per-job characterization. While
this interesting approach does not require the user to specify energy tags, as
required by ourmodel, it isn’t easy to obtain the same per-job precision as our
approach.
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In the research ofRajagopal et al. [90], based on thiswork [87], researchers
integrate into Slurm [9] a power-aware scheduler that allows setting power-
caps and collects power metrics at runtime to adjust them. It incorporates
an interface to choose a frequency based on user hints, and powercap con-
strains. The solution works with a basic power model using hardware infor-
mation and user guidance, with estimations representing an upper limit and
not the real power consumption. Our research differs since it optimizes en-
ergy, not power. Moreover, no energy input from users is required to set the
best frequency, but it is predicted and set automatically using online metrics
collection and historical data. In their work, DVFS is used when reaching the
powercap,while in ourwork,weuseDVFS to select the optimal performance-
efficiency trade-off for each job. In future work, the two policies could be
combined, i.e., by choosing optimal frequency for performance and efficiency
while assuring a powercap.
Auweter et al. implemented two policies: energy-to-solution and best-
runtime, to select the most suitable frequency for jobs [8]. Users are required
to specify tags for similar jobs to be able to use the proper job characteriza-
tion. This work is the base of our research, as we implemented a similar de-
scription of runtime, energy, and power for jobs. On our side, our instru-
mentation allows us to verify the correct use of energy tags and recalculate
optimal frequencies at runtime. We implemented it in Slurm. We extended
the energy model to characterize jobs on heterogeneous clusters. We propose
the EAMC-policy to prioritize the most efficient architectures following an




EAMC-policy selects optimal energy configuration and places jobs based on
energy and performance estimations. EAMC requires estimating the job’s
runtime and power consumption at scheduling time before the job start. In
this section, we describe the designed framework that allows EAMC-policy
operation.
6.3.1 Job power and runtime modeling
To estimate runtime, power, and energy consumption for different proces-
sors, frequencies, and applications, we revised available energy models from
the state of the art. Various energy models and tools for energy prediction are
proposed in the literature, with distinct complexity. Some of them are gen-
eral, based on hardware information only, whereas the chosen [11] is able to
model different applications’ behavior for different architectures. The model
needs two inputs:
1. application data: a collection of metrics that characterize applications.
The model uses runtime, average consumed power, average number of
memory transactions per instructions (TPI), and average cycles per in-
struction (CPI) at the reference frequency fref.
2. hardware coefficients: a set of parameters obtained by running a learn-
ing phase based on a set of benchmarks. The chosen model uses six co-
efficients learned using linear regression: A, B, C, D, E, F.
Equations 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 describe the mathematical model that estimates
power consumption P and runtime T at the frequency f, starting from a de-
fault frequency fref at which application data is given.
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P(f) = A ∗ P(fref) + B ∗ TPI(fref) + C (6.1)
CPI(f) = D ∗ CPI(fref) + E ∗ TPI(fref) + F (6.2)







To implement and use the energy model in a real-world environment, we
used Energy-Aware Runtime (EAR) [29].
EAR is a framework that provides an energy-efficient solution for HPC clus-
ters. It includes monitoring, accounting of the applications’ performance,
and it integrates energy optimization via DVFS at node and cluster level. It is
deployed on SuperMUC-NG [65] and implements the previously described
energy model.
EARwas used to learn hardware coefficientsA, B, C,D, E, and F tomodel
two computing nodes equipped with general-purpose processors with a dif-
ferent number of cores and frequencies, as described in Section 6.5.
In a non-simulated environment, EAR collects application data dynami-
cally at runtime and store them in the application database, to be used by the
energymodel. In our test simulated environment, we use static data collected
by running several applications with diversified computing and memory be-
haviors in a previous phase. Used applications are described in Table 6.1.
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To evaluate the proposed policy in our test system, we used and extended
an interface developed in the context of the DEEP-EST project [80].
The interface is configurable with different machine configurations and
energy models. DRMS uses it to retrieve energy, time, and power estima-
tions. It can be used in a real environment as a standard interface that ab-
stracts underlying energy models or to simulate tools like EAR in simulated
environments.
To run our simulated environment, we implemented the chosen predic-
tion model by extending the interface. Each hardware configuration is iden-
tified by a model id, a series of hardware coefficients, a node configuration,
and a range of frequencies. Different hardware configurations can exist for
the same node, e.g., a node using or not using the accelerator or a processor
using or not using the vector extension.
6.3.2 Application Database
TheApplicationDatabaseAppDB stores applicationmetrics collected at run-
time for each hardware configuration. For each tuple, appDB contains fields
as the appID, the modelID, the necessary application metrics.
In a real system, application database entries for jobs are created on the
fly. At first run, there is no energy information associated with the job. Still,
metrics are collected by EAR, which creates an entry in the DB associated to
the user specified appID. For the first run, optimal frequency is not estimated
previously, but it is set at runtime as soon as data is available.
In the case of multiple clusters but with application data related to only
one of the clusters, performance and energy consumption can be estimated
from data in the appDB in combination with the hardware model, or they
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can be evaluatedwhen the application runs for the first time on the hardware.
In our simulated environment, for the sake of simplicity, the appDB is
static and available at the beginning of simulations. To obtain the applica-
tion’s data, we run applications in different architectures, we collect necessary
metrics using the EAR accounting and store them in the database.
6.3.3 Model extension for multi-cluster environments
When collecting metrics, while hardware counters and average power are au-
tomatically collected byEAR, the application’s runtime is potentially variable
in each run.
From the DRMS point of view, it is not straightforward to estimate the
runtime parameter with precision, so commonly, users are asked to give a re-
quested time for the job. These values are usually far from the real job’s run-
time, and it can also be a default value in the case the user doesn’t specify it.
Having requested time as the only time-related information for the job,
the energy model assumes this value relates to the primary partition. To cal-
culate a requested time for the other partitions, we extended the energymodel
to learn a seventh parameter, time_coefficient. time_coefficient represents the
ratio between themain and another partition runtime. This parameter is esti-
mated by running the same application on both hardware architectures. Fu-
tureworkwill still considermore complexmodels that do not need this phase,
e.g., based on already collected hardware metrics.
6.3.4 User interface for job submission
When submitting a job, users can avoid specifying which hardware architec-
ture they want to use if they accept that the job will run on nodes automati-
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cally selected by the scheduler.
We evaluated EAMC on processors from the same family, so we auto-
matically consider the app can run on every available hardware architecture,
thanks to binary compatibility. Considering similar architectures is not far
from the case of more heterogeneous ones, given the high effort of research
and industry in supporting interoperability, hardware-independent program-
ming languages, and libraries. In the case there is no binary compatibility,
users can specify different binaries for the same appID. This information can
be stored in the appDB or contained in the job script in a format readable by
a job script parser.
Users are still in charge of specifying the number of requested nodes and
processes. The number of threads or processes per node can be configured
by using Slurm plugins or DROM in amore intelligent fashion. If a memory
requirement is specified, and some nodes cannot satisfy this requirement, a
new number of nodes will be calculated.
Using more heterogeneous architectures, on the other side, increases the
complexity of parameters for the job. As an example, the number of requested
nodes needs to increase to maintain a reasonable runtime when switching
from a fast and power-consuming resource to a slow and less demanding one.
Future work will try to take into account those details by increasing the com-
plexity of the hardware models.
It is also the user’s responsibility to specify an appID in the job script to
recognize jobs with the same behavior. It is important for users to specify
different appIDs for a same application using different input, whenever the
input modifies the job’s behavior. On the other side, EAR can verify appID
related history corresponds once the job starts, giving theDRMS instruments
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to detect and penalize fraudulent users’ behavior. Suppose runtime collected
metrics do not conform to stored information in the appDB for the specified
appID. In that case, the application keeps running, and a new frequency is
calculated based on runtime data. If the user repeatedly uses wrong appIDs,
the DRMS can detect it by analyzing his history of jobs, return a warning
message, or take additional actions.
6.4 Energy-aware job scheduling in multi-cluster environments
EAMC-policy is based on priority backfill, with energy predictions influenc-
ing thepriority of arriving jobs. Its code is publicly available [71]. This section
describes the implementation of the policy.
In the policy presentation, for simplicity, we use the term partitions as a
logical representation of resources inside the DRMS. While ideated with the
introduced concept of multi-clusters, the policy is generic, independent of
the physical and logical representation of the hardware, either physically or
non physically separated, grouped, or non grouped in partitions.
6.4.1 Problem definition
We model the proposed policy as an online job scheduling problem. While
this problemusually has as objective function theminimizationof themakespan,
in our case, we describe it as a multi-objective optimization problemwith ob-
jectives of the reduction of makespan and energy consumption.
The most efficient solver for job scheduling problems in the literature is
the backfill algorithm. We used a backfill version with priorities, where each
job gets assigned a priority based on several factors, e.g., arrival time, requested
number of nodes.
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Tomake backfill energy aware, we included a runtime and energy classifi-
cation of jobs as a further factor for priorities, thus influencing the scheduling
order. More precisely, we calculate a priority for each job-partition combina-
tion jp, defined as a job j running on a partition p in two phases using Equa-
tion 6.4 and 6.5. The first equation is used to estimate the optimal processor
frequency fopt, while the second is used to classify and assign a different prior-
ity to each p for j.
Firstly, in Equation 6.4, given a jp, with the objective of calculating the op-
timal frequency fopt, we define themetric distjp as the euclidean distance from
the origin in the Euclidean space representing time and energy normalized
to the minimum value of the respective metrics (Eminjp, tminjp) in the predic-












∀f ∈ [fmin, fmax] (6.4)
As a secondpoint, in Equation 6.5, givenmultiple job-partition entries for
a job, to classify partitions, we used the Euclidean distance again to calculate
part_eff, in this case normalizing energy and time among all partitions of the
job j (Eminj, tminj) at frequency fopt calculated for each partition with Equa-
tion 6.4. As a result, part_eff can be used as an indicator of performance and
efficiency, and it can be used to influence the jp priority. Again, t_weight af-
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∀p ∈ partitions (6.5)
6.4.2 Proposed policy
Figure 6.1 and 6.2 represent two variants of the EAMC-policy. First, a job,
represented on the top left, is submitted. At submission time, the policy as-
signs the priority to arriving jobs and, in the case of multiple partitions, to
each job-partition combination. We extended this part of the DRMS with
the Energy-prediction Priority Module (EPM). Once a different priority for
each job-resource is assigned, an EAMC-Scheduler (EAMCS) schedules jobs,
fromauniquepriorityqueue, inorder ofpriorities. Followingon,wedescribe
EPM and EAMCS components.
EAMC-Scheduler (EAMCS) and Energy-prediction PriorityModule (EPM)
EAMCS, based on EASY-backfill [79], tries to schedule one job-partition per
time in order of priority. Using backfill allows scheduling jobs considering a
trade-off between system energy, performance, and average wait time. As an
example, if the higher priority job cannot run due to lack of resources or a big
enough time window for backfilling it, the lower priority job-partition can
start if enough resources are available. While not being the best solution in
terms of energy and runtime, it is optimal when considering the wait time.
The right equilibrium of jobs running on the favored and non-favored
partition can lead to optimal performance in the time-energy dimension. Ex-
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tremes behaviors, where jobs poorly performing are discarded, are managed
in one of the policies alternatives described in this section, with details on
EAMCS.
Listing 6.1 describe EPM implementation in detail. In the first inner loop,
EPM gets runtime and energy predictions using the energy interface and en-
ergy models (line 5). The parameter time_coefficient is used as a multiplier
to predict runtime and energy consumption for different partitions. Then,
using Equation 6.4, it individuates the best frequency for each job-partition,
setting it as the default value (line 6). The same loop calculatesEminj and tminj.
Once frequencies are picked, the second loop evaluates and sort partitions
according to Equation 6.5 (lines 11-13). In the last loop, set_priority() func-
tion (line 16) is in charge of assigning a priority to each partition according
to the selected strategy. In the end, the job-partition couple enters the job
priority queue.
We developed three strategies that implement different ways of assigning
priorities to job-partitions, depending on how aggressive is the policy in fa-
voring optimal partitions over arrival order of jobs:
• EAMC-Reorder: it changes the order of partitions for the same job,
prioritizing job-partition with better performance. As a consequence,
EAMCS maintains the arrival order of jobs while reordering partitions
within the job. Jobs-partition entries are queued similarly to job2 in
Figure 6.1.
• EAMC-PriorityInc: it assigns a different priority to each job-partition
based on the position in the sorted partition list. As shown in Figure 6.2,
the two job-partition are inserted in different points of the job queue,
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Lis ng 6.1: Energy Predic on Module (EPM) implementa on
1f o r e a c h j in s u bm i t t e d _ j o b s :
2i f ( ! j−> p a r t i t i o n s )
3j−> p a r t i t i o n s = g e t _ p a r t i t i o n s (
4j−>app_ id ) ;
5f o r e a c h p in j−> p a r t i t i o n s :
6EA−AP I _ g e t _ p r e d i c t i o n s ( p , j−>app_ id ) ;
7p−>b e s t _ f _ v a l = g e t _ o p t i m a l _ f r e q ( p ,
8p−>en e r g y , p−>t ime ) ;
9i f ( p−>e n e r g y < emin )
10emin = p−>e n e r g y ;
11i f ( p−>t ime < tmin )
12tmin = p−>t ime ;
13f o r e a c h p in j−> p a r t i t i o n s :
14p−>p a r t _ e f f = g e t _ p a r t _ e f f i c i e n c y (
15p−>en e r g y , p−>t ime , emin , tmin ) ;
16s o r t ( j−>p a r t i t i o n s , cmp_p a r t _ e f f ( ) ) ;
17
18f o r e a c h p in j−> p a r t i t i o n s :
19p−> p r i o r i t y = s e t _ p r i o r i t y ( p , p o l i c y _ t y p e ) ;
20enqueue ( job_queue , j ) ;
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creating two separate queues, one with preferred partitions, the others
for non-optimal partitions. In this case, EAMCS favors optimal job-
partitions over non-optimal ones, giving less weight to arrival time or-
der.
• EAMC-PriorityInc-V: similarly to PriorityInc, based on the same fig-
ure, it assigns a different priority to each job-partition, based on the
sorted partition list, with the difference that the priority is lowered if
the evaluated metric is below a certain threshold. We set the threshold
to 35% from the optimal part_effmetric. As an example, if j1p1 exceeds
the threshold and j2p2 does not, j1p1 would go at the bottom of the
queue. EAMCS first checks all optimal job-partition entries, then the
second choices, and finally all the job-partitions below the threshold.
6.5 Evaluation
The evaluation is based on simulations using the BSC Slurm jobs scheduler
Simulator [4]. We modeled a workload of 5000 jobs, with a makespan be-
tween 10 and 15 days, depending on applications distribution and used fre-
quency, using Cirne model [25] configured with ANL arrival pattern. Jobs’
average requested nodes are 18.29, and jobs’ average duration is 3.65 hours
at the highest frequency. We run the workload in the following simulated
clusters:
1. p1: 512nodes equippedwith: 2xPlatinum8168CPU[2.70GHz-1.20GHz]














Figure 6.1: Job submission and scheduling phases for EAMC-Reorder policy. The big-box represents the DRMS. Red
boxes are modified parts, and green boxes are energy predic on components. With this policy variant, jobs-par on
entries are reordered keeping the same priority in the queue.
job	2	(j2)
+	appID











Figure 6.2: Job submission and scheduling phases for EAMC-PriorityInc policies. The big-box represents the DRMS. Red
boxes are modified parts, and green boxes are energy predic on components. With these policy variants, job queue is
separated in a higher priority and lower priority queues depending on energy and performance evalua ons.
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2. p2: 512nodes equippedwith: 2xGold6254CPU[3.10GHz-1.20GHz]
18C, TDP 200W and 12 x 32GBDDR4 SDRAM
3. p3: 512 nodes equipped with: 2x Gold 6148 [2.4GHz-1GHz] 20C,
TDP 150W and 12 x 16GBDDR4 SDRAM
The number of modeled hardware architectures was limited by the available
architectures and permissions needed to collect necessary data. We sized the
number of simulated jobs and system size according to the time limits im-
posed by the testing environment.
We run the EAR learning phase to get coefficients for the simulated nodes
onLenox[62] cluster. Weuseddata fromeight applications, running themon
one node using all the available cores. *. Table 6.1 describes the set of applica-
tions, presenting different memory and compute profiles, reported through
average cycles per instruction (CPI), memory bandwidth (GB/s), the ratio of
the runtime and power between partitions, and the ratio between the delta
between the maximum and minimum runtime and the delta of frequency
Δr/Δf. The higher the value of Δr/Δf, the more the runtime scales with the
frequency, e.g., ep.D runtime is highly affected by changes in the processor’s
frequency, while STREAM is not.
We simulated two different systems:
1. A systemmade up of p1 and p2.
2. A systemmade up of p1 and p3.
Comparing p1 and p2, while in terms of performance seven out of eight ap-
plications favor the first partition, regarding power, the first partition showed
*Applications data is available [72]
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slightlyhigherpower consumption for theCPUcomponent,more thannom-
inal 5 Watts, while the second partition showed up to double DRAM con-
sumption compared to the first. From an energy perspective, applying Equa-
tions 6.4 and 6.5, for the tested t_weight values, the first seven apps favor
the first partition, while app 8 favors the second. For this comparison app8,
STREAM, is a weak scaling benchmark, where an amount ofmemory is allo-
cated per-process, i.e., per-core. The second partition, having a reduced num-
ber of cores, has fewer data to manage, explaining the difference in runtime
while showing similar hardware metrics. This is the typical behavior of some
memory-bounded applications.
For the samecomparison,wedistributed the applications among thework-
load by randomly drawing samples from three distributions:
1. 13% benefits from partition 2: while the distribution is uniform among
all applications, 87% of the workload favors the first partition.
2. 33%benefits frompartition 2: In this 33%of jobs run app8, which favor
the second partition, the remaining 67%, uniformly distributed among
remaining apps, prefer the first.
3. 50% benefits from partition 2: finally, this case evaluates an even load
among the two partitions in terms of the number of jobs per favored
resource. 50% of jobs run app8.
Comparing p1 and p3, at base frequency five out of eight applications run
optimally on partition 1, while at the optimal frequency all the applications
run optimally on the same partition. In this case, we used strong scaling ver-


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The evaluation follows in this section, where we analyze the performance
of the developed policies compared to Base Slurm, and policies inspired by
Auweter [8].We call the two policesMin_energy andMin_runtime.
Base Slurm is configured to run jobs at default frequency, i.e., the maxi-
mum frequency, and each job is submitted only to the optimal partition.
Min_runtime runs jobs at the frequency thatminimize the runtime, while
Min_energy runs jobs at the frequency minimizing the job’s consumed en-
ergy. For those policies, jobs are submitted to both partitions, and each job-
partition gets the same priority. The scheduler tries to run the job in the de-
fault order, first in the first specified partition, and immediately after in the
second, not being able to establish the favored one.
Evaluated metrics:
• Makespan
• Average response time
• Sum of the jobs’ consumed energy: sum of individual jobs’ consumed
energy, not including idle nodes.
• Sum of applications runtime: Sum of individual jobs’ runtime, used to
understand the impact of EAMC-policies on the jobs’ performance.
• Average frequency: Average of selected frequencies on total workload,
or per partition.
• Percentage of applications in the optimal partition: The percentage of
jobs scheduled in the favorite partition.
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We first analyze the system p1/p2. We compare the EAMC policies vari-
ants toBase Slurm,Min_runtime, andMin_energy. We then compareMin_runtime
and Min_energy to our policy when changing the applications’ distribution
in the workload. Finally, for system p1/p3, we analyze the 13% case. For both
systems, p1/p2 and p1/p3, we analyze the performance when changing the
t_weight parameter, giving more importance to performance over energy ef-
ficiency.
6.5.1 Comparing to Base Slurm
This section compares EAMC-policy variants’ performancewith Base Slurm,
where jobs are submittedonly to theoptimal partition, andwithMin_runtime
and Min_energy, where jobs are submitted to multiple partitions with a fre-
quency that minimizes runtime or energy. In Base Slurm, jobs run at the de-
fault frequency, i.e., the maximum frequency, system p1/p2 is considered.
Figure 6.3 shows the improvement in percentage over the Base Slurm for
the analyzed metrics. Applications are equally distributed among the work-
load (13% case), and EAMC is configured with t_weight=1.
Analyzing makespan and response time, asking all the available partitions
has a considerable impact on all the evaluated scenarios, independently from
the job-partition priority, and up to 39%, and 64% forMin_runtime. EAMC
performs similarlywhile achievingup to9%energy saving compared toMin_runtime.
This indicates that the more the systems are interconnected, the better the
utilization of resources, response time, andmakespan. Besides, workload and
hardware aware scheduling can save energy without sacrificing system perfor-
mance.
Base Slurm is able to schedule all the jobs in the optimal partition, obtain-
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Figure 6.3: Savings in terms of makespan, average response me, sum of run mes and sum of jobs’ energy over Base
Slurm for EAMC policies, Min_run me and Min_energy.
ing the best runtime for each job, but at the cost of the time needed towait for
the favoured architecture. This is costly in the case of unbalanced load among
the partitions, as in this evaluation. In the general case, partitions will hardly
be constantly balanced, making this policy too static and not suitable for real
systems. Min_runtime achieve very good results for time metrics, at the cost
of consumed energy, up 12% compared to Min_energy. Min_energy obtain
5% energy saving while not scheduling jobs in the optimal performance, but
it gives up half of response time compared to other policies.
Regarding EAMC policies, we can observe that Reorder underperforms
slightly compared to other variants because favoring the job’s arrival time or-
der leads to fewerpossibilities for the scheduler to favoroptimal job-partitions.
PriorityInc and PriorityInc-V performs similarly toMin_runtime in terms of
makespan and response timewhile increasing energy savings by 9%. Increased
jobs’ runtime, given the lower processors’ frequencies, is compensated by the
workload aware scheduling of jobs.
Min_energy andMin_runtimeonly schedule jobs to the first available par-
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tition, achieving a low number of running jobs in the optimal partition, as we
can observe in Figure 6.5. EAMC policies, particularly PriorityInc versions,
can schedule more jobs in the favored partition, especially in p2, running al-
most 100% of STREAM, achieving shorter runtime and higher energy sav-
ings.
6.5.2 Changing t_weight parameter for three apps distributions
As previously commented, seven out of eight applications in our set favor the
first partition. In this evaluation, we test the different application distribu-
tions: 13% (uniform distribution), 33%, and 50% of jobs benefiting p2. The
objective is to evaluate performance for different load levels per optimal par-
tition by changing the number of jobs running app with id 8, STREAM.We
run all the EAMC policies, and we tested two values for t_weight parameter
for Equation 6.4 and 6.5: 1 and 1.5. The latter increases the weight of perfor-
mance over energy in the EPM.
This evaluation focuses on the trend between the three workload distribu-
tions, presenting more insights on the 33 and 50 scenarios, since we already
analyzed workload 13. Figure 6.4 reports a summary of time and energy met-
rics for Workload 13, 33, and 50, normalized to
Min_runtime, and expressed as increase in percentage over it.
At first glance, moving from distribution 13 to 33 and 50, we notice in-
creasing performance for EAMC when comparing to the other two policies.
In those cases, the scheduler can schedule jobs in the optimal partition with-
out sacrificing the response time, as Base Slurm does.
We observe a reduction of response time, by up to 14% and 25% respec-
tively for workloads 33 and 50, when using PriorityInc-1.5. Looking at sin-
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(a) Time metrics for Workload 13%
(b) Energy metrics for Workload 13%
(c) Time metrics for Workload 33%
(d) Energy metrics for Workload 33%
(e) Time metrics for Workload 50%
(f) Energy metrics for Workload 50%
Figure 6.4: Main me (le ) and energy (right) metrics, normalized to Min_run me policy and reported as improvement in
percentage over it for the first system configura on (p1 and p2). Reported Reorder, PriorityInc-V, and Min_energy.
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Figure 6.5: Average percentage of applica ons scheduled in the op mal par on for workloads 13%, 33%, and 50% for
the system p1/p2. Presented the average of the two par on, and the par on p2.
(a) Time metrics for Workload 13%
(b) Energy metrics for Workload 13%
Figure 6.6: Main me (le ) and energy (right) metrics, normalized to Min_run me policy and reported as improvement in
percentage over it for the second system configura on (p1 and p3). Reported PriorityInc-V, and Min_energy.
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gle partitions, we notice that p2 shows the greatest improvement in response
time, up to 51% decrease for the same policy, and up to 53% in PriorityInc-V-
1.5. This behavior is compensated by an increase of response time in p1, given
the lowerprocessor frequency, up to -14%and -16%. Whenusing t_weight=1,
this value gets to -36%, but still increasing overall response time thanks to bet-
ter usage of p2. While the Reorder policy doesn’t reach other EAMC vari-
ants in total average response time, it shows more balance in response time
between partitions. Gains in response time are accompanied by good results
for makespan, ranging from -5% to 6% compared toMin_runtime.
Min_energy does not performwell in time-relatedmetrics. It increases re-
sponse time andmakespan byup to 51% and 23% compared toMin_runtime,
and by up to 65% and 25% compared to PriorityInc, for workload 33 and 50.
Min_runtime energy consumption increases by 17% and 21% for work-
loads 33 and 50 with respect to Min_energy. EAMC policies show up to 4%
of improvement over Min_energy and up to 20% over Min_runtime. En-
ergy savings are higher in the second partition, where app8, with almost null
frequency scaling, can benefit from a reduced runtime and energy when run-
ning over it. PriorityInc-V only slightly improves energy savings than Priori-
tyInc, showing a lownumber of jobs that performparticularly bad on a single
partition. We identified that app2, ep.D, was affected by the policy variant’s
threshold out of the eight applications. Due to EAMC scheduling, the num-
ber of jobs running in the optimal partition reaches up to 82%, compared to
about 55% in the compared policies. This improves the jobs’ runtime and en-
ergy consumption, unlocking the described results. The average frequency
for EAMC policies is close to Min_runtime values concerning p1 and close
to Min_energy in p2. With the increasing number of app8 in workloads 33
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and 50, the average frequency in p2 decreases, as this app’s optimal frequency
is the lowest.
As a final remark, in Workload 50 Base Slurm response time and energy
consumption improve over Min_runtime by 19% and 10% at the cost of 7%
of makespan. This is a specific situation where the load is overall balanced
among partitions. We observed that in general, Base Slurm could not adapt
to changes in the load. Besides, while the load is balanced overall, it is not bal-
anced continuously, so EAMC can take advantage of temporary unbalance,
further reducing time and energy metrics.
To conclude, PriorityInc-V-1.5 achieves better time-related metrics, with
little to none impact on energy consumption, being our favorite policy con-
figuration. Thanks to the ability to reduce the priority of jobs that have a high
impact on performance when running on the secondary partition, it further
improves the scheduling. This policywould be our pick for systems onwhich
the performance has primary importance. PriorityInc-1 and PriorityInc-V-1
achieve higher energy saving at a small cost of response time. This pick will be
the favorite if energy savings or powering costs have an essential importance.
6.5.3 Changing t_weight parameter for system p1/p3
As afinal evaluation,Min_energy andMin_runtime toEAMCfor the second
system configuration. For this evaluation, at maximum frequency, 5 out of 8
applications perform optimally on p1, 3 on p3, while at optimal frequency,
all applications perform optimally on p1. Results for Workload 13% are pre-
sented in Figures 6.6a and Figures 6.6b.
For this evaluation, in the three scenarios the applications are scheduled
first on the optimal partition, so EAMCReorderning is not as effective as in
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the precedent evaluation.
PriorityInc-V is still able to improve performance in time and energy by re-
ducing thepriority of less performantpartition. PriorityInc-Vwith t_weight=1
improves energy by 7% in average, while timemetrics are comparable. On the
other side, PriorityInc-V with t_weight=1.5 shows 15% improvements in re-
sponse time, and 4%of improvement of energy consumption. WhileMin_en
achieve 2% improvement over PriorityInc-V in terms of total energy, it in-
creases the response time be 61%, a very high overhead.
6.6 Conclusions and FutureWork
In this chapter, we presented a new scheduling policy that can estimate the
energy and runtime of jobs and use this information to optimize their place-
ment in heterogeneous multi-clusters environments. We used Energy-Aware
Runtime and Energy-Aware APIs to connect and monitor applications’ be-
havior. We extended EAR energymodel to predict runtime and energy when
applying DVFS for multiple hardware architectures. We used those tools in
EAMC-policy, made up of an Energy Prediction Module that predicts en-
ergy and runtime for arriving jobs and assigns a different priority to each job-
resource combination in heterogeneous environments. Our EAMC Sched-
uler, based on priority backfill, schedules jobs-resource entities in the same
priority assigned by the EPM. We developed three variants of the policy, and
we compared them with the Slurm and policies based on the state of the art.
EAMC-Reorder is able to reduce response time and energy consumption fa-
voring job’s arrival order. EAMC-PriorityInc variants are able to optimize
the scheduling to further improve makespan, response time and energy sav-
ings, up to 6%, 25% and 20% compared to policies minimizing runtime, and
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up to 26%, 49%, and 6% compared to policies minimizing energy. As a future
work, this policy will be deployed and tested on a production machine, the
DEEP-EST prototype, with experimental workloads, giving the opportunity
to generate, collect, and analyze metrics generated by the system as a feed-
back for the policy. As a second path, EAMC-policy will be expanded and
tested with more heterogeneous systems. To achieve it, a more complex job
and hardwaremodeling need to be performed, not onlymodeling energy and
runtime at different frequencies, but improving themodeling of the behavior
of applications for each architecture in terms of performance and amount of
resources needed. Finally, it is interesting to explore how the presented policy
behave when integrated with other power-saving techniques, e.g. overprovi-
sioning and powercapping.
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”At last I will devote myself sincerely and without reserva-




In this thesis, we individuated and analyzed three main trends in the develop-
ment of future HPC machines: research in memory-centric workloads, in-
creasing power demand, increasing hardware heterogeneity.
Based on these trends, we further individuated some key features essential
for future machines’ success. Our claim is that three concepts need research
effort: awareness, dynamicity, automatization. We investigated the adoption
of those ideas with a primary focus on the job scheduling layer.
We proposed three novel contributions:
• DROM, an interface that unlocks vertical malleability for applications
and programmingmodels, and dynamic control for resource managers.
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Results shownegligible overhead in the analyzed use cases, where one or
multiple applications use DROM to share node’s resources. We learnt
that system could benefit when jobs share the same nodes, especially
when combining memory-bound with compute-bound applications,
or when they are not able to scale to all the node’s resources.
• SD-policy, amalleable job scheduling policy that uses jobs’ slowdown as
feedback for deciding job’s sizes dynamically. The strategy uses DROM
tomake room for new jobs to run by shrinking the oneswith a low slow-
down, only if the new jobs can finish earlier when scheduled with mal-
leability. SD-policy can significantly benefit the system response time,
especially with low-latency jobs, or combining computing-bound and
memory-bound workloads. As a side effect, it redistributes the slow-
down more evenly among the workload. We learnt that user requested
time is themain source of uncertainty in using a system-guided feedback
to configure the scheduler, but that at the same time exact requested
time values do not grant the optimal scheduling flow.
• EAMC-policy, an energy and workload aware job scheduling policy for
heterogeneous clusters. The strategy models jobs in terms of perfor-
mance and runtime by using mathematical models. It automatically se-
lects optimal frequency and prioritizes the most efficient hardware re-
sources by reordering the job’s scheduler queue. Results show improve-
ments in the system response time and energy saving when implement-
ing EAMC-policy over other energy-saving policies with no heteroge-
neous hardware awareness. We learnt that workload-awareness is a com-
plex task that needsmore effort by the research community, but that has
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a high impact in making HPC systems more efficient.
This work uses different methodologies based on real runs and simulated
experiments. These methodologies were investigated and improved during
this thesis, representing themselves as secondary contributions.
To conclude, we propose a number of research topics that can be con-
sidered as a continuation of this work, and new research directions emerged
during the study of the state of the art.
• Awareness. Workload and hardware modeling should be extended. We
consider it is necessary to classify workloads based on their behavior,
i.e., compute-bounded or memory-bounded. This classification can be
done at the job level, or more in detail, by classifying the different job
phases. DROM could be extended for collecting runtime data related
to hardware and job andmake this information available for analysis by
other components. A model could be developed to classify the jobs.
The first difficulty consists of learning the job phases’ granularity, e.g., a
job phase can lastmilliseconds to hours. This depends on the type of ap-
plication and the used data-set. The second difficulty is the classification
algorithmbased on collected jobdata. Machine learning approaches can
be used. The third difficulty is the dependency between jobs, their in-
put, and the used hardware. While hardware characteristics are known,
it is not always the samewith the job’s input data. Some jobs read input
from input files or folders. Others accept parameters ormodels and gen-
erate data structure at runtime based on them. Some applications can
switch from compute-bounded tomemory-bounded depending on the
input data. All these possibilities should be taken into account o build
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a general classifier. A per-job classification could not be enough, and
multiple classifications per job might be necessary.
As a second point, job schedulers could use job classification to improve
scheduling andplacement. SD-policywouldbenefitby couplingmemory-
bounded with compute-bounded jobs to enhance the sharing of nodes’
resources. EAMC-policy could also benefit from better job classifica-
tion. At the actual state of the art, energy and performancemodels need
the job to run at least once on every architecturewith the same or similar
input. A model that generates energy and runtime profiles for all avail-
able architectures based on a single run, hardware profiles, and other
similar jobs would be a promising research direction.
Finally, there is the need formore integrationbetween the software stack
layer. Participation to initiatives such as OpenStack, and collaborative
projects are essential for this integration.
• Dynamicity. emerging memory technologies might be the key to more
efficient horizontal malleability. Network-attached memories could act
as a shared memory between nodes and as a way to exchange data be-
tweennodes faster. DROMimplement verticalmalleability, and it could
be integrated with horizontal malleability approaches. Job schedulers
could take advantage of both technologies to optimize the scheduling
in different scenarios.
As a second point, it could be interesting to test DROM in specific use
cases, e.g., increase the response time in small systems, as an alterna-
tive to oversubscription. It would be interesting to integrate DROM
in systems with QoS policies and services that need different comput-
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ing power depending on the time of the day, such as internet services or
HPC services such as databases management systems.
As a final point, it would be interesting to research dynamic approaches
in the field of energy. By having an awareness of the job’s requirements
and phases, it would be possible to adjust the processor frequency at
runtime accordingly. Besides, EAMC-policywould greatly benefit from
integrating with SD-policy and study how malleability could affect en-
ergy consumption, especially in memory-bounded workloads.
• Automatization. The less user intervention is needed, themore a system
can act autonomously. User intervention can be reduced by increasing
awareness. Concerning job scheduling, for the same reasons explained
for job modeling, it is not straightforward to automatize the job’s space
and time requirements. While malleability relaxes the former, the lat-
ter remains a field to research. Scheduling approaches based on non-
defined time slots might be worth investigating, together with new in-
terfaces for job submissions. As a final comment, we think that soon
the single HPC site’s computational power could not satisfy the HPC
community’s needs. Researchers can achieve further scaling by tighten-
ing the collaboration and the organization between differentHPC sites.
What a single machine cannot achieve in terms of scalability, multiple
machines can achieveworking together. Further research in all the hard-
ware and software stack and a new layer of scheduling would be needed,
coordinating the distributed clusters. DRMS can achieve this by evolv-
ing its architecture from a master-slave to a hierarchical or graph-based
approach. Finally, humbleness, love, and compassion would absolutely
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This appendix gives some information about the availability of the code re-
lated to this thesis. Five repositories are available, the first two are related to
our contributions in the tools and methodologies:
1. Slurm Simulator [70]: the code has been improved, maintained and
ported to Slurm version 19
2. Slurmas a job [32]: the codewas cleaned, different versions are available,
for homogeneous and for multi-cluster systems.
The remaining three repositories are related to the three main contributions:
3. DROM [14]: DROM is distributed as part of the DLB package, main-
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tained by BSC. The folder: doc//examples contains different subfold-
ers:
• drom: it includes an example application that runs with DROM,
commandsorAPI canbeused todynamically change theused cores.
• mpi+omp_ompt: it contains Pils application,MPI+OpenMP ver-
sion that uses OMPT to make DROM calls transparent.
• mpi+ompss: it containsPils application,MPI+OmpSs version, plus
scripts to run it with DROM.
DLBdocumentationoffers somemore informationonhowtouseDROM[10].
4. SD-policy [31] is available over Slurmversion16. Whencompiled,DLB_HOME
environment variable needs to be set to the installation path of DLB.
5. EAMC-policy [71] is available as part of Slurm Simulator v19. When
compiled, LRZ_MODEL environment variable needs to be set to the
installation path of LRZ energy interface [80].
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